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At the 2010 National Developmental Conference on Individual Events, I took
part in the Forensics and Service-learning and Community panel. One of the
predominate concerns that influenced the panel revolved around the unknown future of
many forensics teams. With our struggling economy, higher education struggles as well.
A recent College Board report found that due to our weakened economy, schools have
had to increase tuition and fees considerably (The College Board, 2011). The increase is
still not enough, as state funding has not increased even though enrollment has (The
College Board, 2011). This fragile financial situation has many universities and colleges
in a panic. As Khan (2011) explains, ―The cost of education overall has jumped 900
percent since 1978, while the total U.S. student-loan debt is nearly $1 trillion‖ (para.
17). As schools find more ways to make cuts to programs, forensics teams are
increasingly threatened. Unfortunately, our current economic state mirrors what Mills,
Pettus, and Dickmeyer (1993) warned over eighteen years ago, ―The idea of speech
communication departments actually being targeted for elimination seems
incomprehensible. However, in the era of tight budgets and a weak economy, such an
occurrence is not unlikely‖ (p. 58). Current forensics programs may become targets for
budget cuts as higher education looks for ways to reduce its expenses. As a result, the
forensics community has started taking proactive steps to assuring our future within
academia.
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As forensics coaches, we play many roles in our student‘s lives including the role
of teacher, mentor, counselor, parental figure, and even life coach. So much of what we
do helps prepare students for a life outside of academia. As Engleberg (1993) taught us,
coaches are continually educating students outside the classroom; helping students learn
how to fly on an airplane or how to eat a fancy French meal. We have the opportunity to
make a difference in the lives of our students. Now if we could only show administration
how much we change lives.
One way to enhance administrative support for forensics programs is by
implementing service-learning as a part of the educational experience. National ServiceLearning Clearinghouse (2011) defines service-learning as ―a teaching and learning
strategy that integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to
enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities‖
(para. 1). This connection between education and service represents a growing trend in
academia. Administration wants to know that students will be prepared to function in a
world outside the ivory tower and academically based community service can provide
that possibility. The Lumana Foundation (2011) explains that before undergraduates
leave college, they should be well versed in five areas of learning: broad, integrative
knowledge; specialized knowledge; intellectual skills; applied learning; and civic
learning. Many accrediting agencies are now looking for these five competencies to
identify if an institution will remain accredited (Higher Learning Commission, 2011).
Often schools fall short of the civic learning component because civic engagement is not
required of many institutions.
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I argue, to enhance a program, this civic engagement should occur in the form of
service-learning. Implementing service-learning into forensics programs provides
another way to show administration that students are learning outside the walls of the
classroom and are connecting with the community. This move to include servicelearning as a part of the collegiate forensics experience provides a noncompetitive
justification for the team. We teach skills that help enhance lifelong learning.
To assist forensics programs in implementing service-learning, I asked to guest
edit this edition of The National Forensics Journal. I hope the four articles you read in
this edition provide insight as to how our programs can benefit from service-learning.
This edition includes multiple ways of using service-learning to give programs many
ideas of how to get involved. Walker‘s article focuses on how to incorporate
experiential-service learning into forensics programs in the form of community service,
internships, and speech sources. Brossmann and Brossmann‘s give a detailed account
on how debate teams can mentor and provide argumentation skills to juveniles at a
correctional facility. Foote and Holm explain how events that forensics programs
participate in every year can become places for service-learning. They explain how to
use public speaking skills to make the showcase a place for service-learning. Finally,
Wigert uses service learning as a way to reach his class and explains how important
journal reflections are to enhancing learning gained from service projects. While his
project focused on classroom learning, the experience can be modified to fit any
forensics team.
By implementing new ways of learning into our programs, we can increase the
visibility of our teams, gain approval from administration. and teach students valuable
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life skills in the process. Hinck & Hinck (1998) tried to give a call for service-learning
over twelve years ago explaining how,― …forensic directors can utilize service-learning
activities as a way to advance the education of students, meet department and university
goals in innovative ways, and advance the image of the forensics‖ (p. 1). It is time to
finally pay attention to their plea and include service-learning into our teams, providing
a richer educational experience for all.
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Developing an Experiential-Service Learning Approach in Collegiate Forensics

Ben Walker, Minnesota State University, Mankato.

Abstract
Forensic teams often participate in some form of community service for a variety of
reasons, but if teams are going to spend time helping communities they should find ways
to maximize the learning opportunities for students as well. Most traditional approaches
to forensic pedagogy work and are effective. However, by exploring alternative
perspectives to forensic education and service learning, fresh opportunities for students
to learn and grow can appear. In this essay, both service learning and experiential
learning are examined in relation to education and forensics, and an experiential-service
learning approach to forensics is suggested with potential applications of the approach
provided, including emphasizing the experiential and service in community work,
tracking down forensic internships and using experience as evidence in speeches.
Keywords: forensics, service learning, experiential learning, education

There can be little argument among educators that students learn through
experience. Whether that experience is sitting in a lecture hall taking notes, examining
bacteria under a microscope, or helping community members learn how to use social
networking websites, the student learns something from the experience. Most forensic
professionals would echo a similar sentiment: forensic competitors learn something from
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their experience in the activity. There has been widespread debate over whether
forensics is indeed educational (Burnett, Brand, and Meister, 2003; Hinck, 2003) or if it
even should be considered instead as epistemic (Jensen and Jensen, 2006; Littlefield,
2006). Regardless of what the learning outcomes are, being in forensics can act as a
learning opportunity.
Since administrators may not always see the value of competitive forensics (Kay,
1990), programs are constantly trying to find ways to justify their existence to
administrations who question the usefulness of a forensics team (Kuyper, 2010;
Sellnow, 1994). Grace (2010) proposed several ways to legitimize and maintain support
for forensic teams at institutions of higher education; one of those ideas was to have
students ―participate in at least one community service activity each semester to increase
community involvement‖ (p. 138). Schools support and encourage community service
because of the positive feedback from the community (Preston & Jensen, 1995) and the
certain relevant connection to social responsibility that we preach to our students as the
importance of being civically engaged and the power of advocacy. However, coaches
can do more for their students.
As rewarding as community involvement (not to mention the potentially
enhanced reputation with funding committees) can be, forensic educators must stop and
consider if the boat is being missed. If all we want to achieve with our student
involvement outside the activity is to serve the community, we can embrace simply
fundraising for charity without further thought. However, if a higher educational goal
can be reached we must stop to consider alternative possibilities. Students can learn
through experience and enhance their learning in forensics through going beyond mere
community service and expand into a model of forensic experiential-service learning.
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This paper examines the differences between experiential and service learning and the
benefits they can provide. This paper also examines how forensic coaches can integrate
experiential-service learning into their team culture through three methods (emphasize
the experiential and service in community work; track down forensic internships; use
experience as evidence in speeches), then presents ways to make experiential-service
learning effective, before offering benefits of this approach.
Exploring Pedagogical Options
Experiential Learning
Shaller (2005) noted that college students go through a phase called focused
exploration, where they attempt to figure out what they will do with their lives. During
this phase, Shaller argued, students should have abundant opportunities to explore what
they know through studying abroad, service learning, internships, etc. Shaller also wrote
that many students simply fall prey to what Huba and Freed (2000) found: most college
faculty teach extensively with lectures, where students sit and are told to learn through
writing down notes. This ―banking method‖ is the main culprit of defunct pedagogy,
with more active methods of learning being the answer to successful student learning
(Butin, 2010). As Wurdinger and Carlson (2010) pointed out, more traditional methods
of education (such as lectures) are not inherently poor practices, but should be used with
a variety of teaching tools such as experiential learning.
Experiential learning, according to Itin (1999), is the process of making meaning
from direct experience. Dewey (1938) described experiential learning as a system based
on doing and evaluating. Instead of having our students recite information, students can
experience a situation and learn from it. Wurdinger (2005) explains the difference with
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an example of his daughter struggling to have interest in math worksheets from school,
but being extremely interested in percentages of sales and how much the sale item costs
when she was shopping. Situations like this show how learning can often be more
effective through an experience; applied learning and knowledge often strikes a chord
with students of all ages since the issue of relevancy is directly addressed with
experiential learning.
At the core of experiential learning is the idea that we experience something and
learn from it. Kolb (1984) posited that experiential learning consists of a continuous
spiral of events, starting with direct experience, followed by periods of reflection where
hypothesis are generated about immediate and future meaning, and then tested through
subsequent experiences and actions. Bandura‘s (1976) observational learning attempted
to explain how we learn behavior through observational experience; essentially, Bandura
posited that we learn through watching others and trying what they do. This form of
learning theory is helpful in certain situations because learning does take place through
vicarious experience; however, experiential learning involves direct experience from the
student, which means the focus is on the student learning process. The student may
experience something and take away many things from it, and they may even process
some of the learning through Bandura‘s observational lens. Experiential learning wants
to leave how a student interprets their experience open for the student to figure out.
John Dewey spent most of his career researching and writing about the value of
experience in the learning process. Phillips (1995) identifies Dewey as having a
Constructivist stance, which maintains that learning is a process of constructing
meaning, or how people make sense of their experiences. This is similar to the stance
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taken by Bandura (1976) but Dewey was more focused on the individual making sense
of their world on their own. Dewey (1973) identified a ―pattern of inquiry‖ (p. 223) that
had important components to his learning theory: first, inquiry happens when there is a
problem the student cannot figure out; then, the student observes the variables of the
problem, develops a plan to solve the problem, tests the plan, and then reflects on the
results of the test. Experiential learning is essentially a way for students to learn through
experiences. Dewey‘s pattern of inquiry is the fundamental problem solving technique
that we teach to our students only specifically applied to a student‘s educational
experience.
For example, while at a forensic tournament, a student notices there is an
interpersonal conflict brewing on his/her team. The student develops a plan to solve the
problem: s/he will confront the two people that seem to be causing the conflict and have
them verbally work out their differences. The student implements his/her plan and
discovers the two people do not want to talk about it and resent the effort by the student,
causing more interpersonal conflict on the team. The student then reflects on the results
of his/her plan and the process starts over. The reflecting aspect of the patter of inquiry
is an important step, even if it is the final one. Jarvis (2001) argued there are two types
of learning from experiences: non-reflective learning and reflective learning. Nonreflective learning happens when we remember an experience and blindly repeat positive
situations; reflective learning happens when we genuinely reflect and evaluate the
experience. In experiential learning, students make connections from their experiences
during the reflection period.
Service Learning
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Due to the active nature of the learning approach, experiential learning is often
used interchangeably with service learning, but there are significant differences between
the two pedagogical tools. Much like experiential learning requires involvement from
students, service learning requires the participants to be active in the service. While
experiential learning focuses on how the learning takes place, service learning is
centered on more on what the students do. Combining these approaches offers a
pedagogically sound approach to service learning, ensuring learning takes place. Service
learning itself can be defined as a ―teaching and learning strategy that integrates
meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning
experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities‖ (National ServiceLearning Clearinghouse, 2011). Essentially, service learning must integrate curriculum
into serving the community, thus strengthening the community as well as teaching
course concepts and civic engagement. As Levesque-Bristol, Knapp, & Fisher (2010)
noted, service learning ―provides students with chances to interact directly with local
agencies and to effect change in the community. Thus, service-learning holds the
potential to significantly enhance the learning climate for students‖ (p. 209).
Service learning started with the concepts proposed by John Dewey. Dewey
(1913) noted teachers often struggle to make content relevant to students; by involving
students in real-life contexts, the challenge of making material interesting is significantly
reduced. From Dewey‘s point of view, knowledge and education were fundamentally
social activities. Social problems could only be solved if citizens became engaged in
identifying problems and proposing solutions (Dewey, 1916). Dewey never outlined a
community service learning plan or even used the term ―service learning‖, but his
thoughts of being civic-minded in learning paved the way for service learning.
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Knowledge and education are now conceptualized by many scholars as tied to
citizenship (Barber, 1992;Boyle, 1989; Lisman, 1998); along with this being recognized
by scholars, an increased awareness has also been found of the decline of civicengagement in all levels of American life (Bahlmueller, 1997; McGrath, 2001; Putnam,
2000). Thus, service learning as civic-engagement has become a major push for
educators who are trying to get students to participate in active, social learning.
Berman (2006) pointed out service learning can help students learn both in
classroom and in the world outside academia. For service learning to be effective
however, Sigmon (1979) argued the four ―Rs‖ must be present: respect, reciprocity,
relevance, and reflection. First, students serving must be respectful of the circumstances
and ways of life of the people they are trying to help; students should not act like
superior or as a hero. Second, the students and those being served should work together
and both parties should benefit in some fashion. Third, service must be relevant to
academic content; the service should give students opportunity to explore and question
what is being taught. Fourth, reflection is needed to fully process the experience and
learn; time should be given to students to reflect, discuss, and research. Since service
learning attempts to incorporate curriculum into community service, it is an excellent
tool for educators to use to enhance academic concepts. Unfortunately, as popular as it
has become, service learning often produces mixed results for learning outcomes
(Simmons & Cleary, 2005). Even successfully measured student learning from a service
experience should be questioned, as many assessments rely on self-reporting (Steinke &
Buresh, 2003) and student satisfaction and student learning are often confused (Eyler,
2000). Without clear pedagogical goals for service learning, students may miss the point
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of why they are having the experience. Clear links to curriculum must be established for
service learning to be productive.
There is a movement for more civic engagement and service learning in
classrooms, but just like any tool when teaching, service learning needs to have a
specific pedagogical purpose tied to the curriculum. Furco (1996) stated community
service programs are primarily intended to benefit the recipient of the service activity,
fostering students‘ civic and ethical development; this is not the same as service learning
which includes an academic focus. Unfortunately, simple community service can be
masked as service learning, without proper consideration and integration into the
curriculum. I have seen this same problem occurring on forensic teams. While many
teams offer excellent opportunities to give back to the community, some forensic
community involvement stops at civic engagement without fully considering the
potential for student learning. Take for example a team that collects canned goods for a
local food pantry. Helping those in need is never a waste of time and the team should be
lauded for their attempt to assist the hungry of their community. However, besides
learning how to collect canned goods, what did the students on the team learn? This is
an example of community service, but not service learning. As Jacoby (1996) argued,
―Although community service has generally been perceived as a good thing, all good
things cannot be the province of higher education‖ (p. 20), which is why a link to
curriculum must be provided while students help communities.
To help address this service learning problem, classroom and forensic educators
can combine Sigmon‘s (1979) service learning principles with the focused pedagogical
nature of Dewey‘s (1973) experiential learning and help expose students to situations
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that not only assist the community but also encourage problem solving and advanced
learning. This can be complicated for traditional classroom teachers, but enacting an
experiential-service learning paradigm in forensics can be even more difficult. Despite
the difficulty, forensic educators should embrace both experiential and service learning
on their teams in order to teach in a variety of manners. Helping students in multitude of
ways makes sense. Students will receive a better educational experience if forensic
educators, just like teachers who use more than lectures, embrace a wider variety of
pedagogical tools.
An Experiential-Service Learning Approach in Forensics
Hinck and Hinck (1998) noted that ―Service learning differs from community
service and experiential learning in the sense that service-learning projects attempt to
balance a student‘s learning with the service provided to the community‖ (p. 10). While
Hinck and Hinck are correct, blending the benefits of service learning with active critical
thinking of experiential learning seems to be an admirable goal. Both Dewey‘s (1973)
pattern of inquiry and Sigmon‘s (1979) four ―Rs‖ of service learning emphasize a link to
a curriculum and active learning. By taking an experiential-service learning approach,
forensic coaches can adapt more effectively when coaching and teaching students. We
can still do the things we currently do in forensics; what we have going for us has been
tried and tested over years of forensic tradition and has worked well for the activity.
Things often stay similar over time because of their successful and positive qualities.
The purpose of this experiential-service learning approach is to enhance what we already
value and appreciate in this activity by adding another tool to our pedagogical toolbox.
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However, as mentioned before, implementing this approach will take extra effort from
both the coach and the student.
Application
If a curriculum does not directly apply to a forensic team (in almost all cases, it does
not), taking an experiential-service learning approach can be difficult. The main concern
is that not everyone agrees as to what forensics does or should teach students.
Richardson and Kelly (2008) offer a summary of a variety of viewpoints for forensics
and offer their own ―pedagogical prerogative perspective‖ that asserts forensics should
focus on ―teaching communication in a fashion that meets the needs of exceptional
students‖ (p. 116). Teaching communication concepts to forensic students seems like an
obvious start due to the activity‘s connection with communication studies, and despite
the many complaints about competition poisoning the activity, forensics is indeed
educational. Much like the education system, forensics offers student learning objectives
that sometimes come to fruition through instructional pruning and other times through
the fires of competition. Defining these objectives would help immensely in teaching
our students effectively. However, even with something like the 2010 NFA Pedagogy
Report available, it is up to each coach and student to interpret together what they want
to learn and how they want to go about learning it. On the surface, we‘d like to think that
forensics offers students chances to learn how to be better public speakers and
performers, critical thinkers, researchers, leaders, and advocates. Adopting an
experiential-service approach to some things in forensics offers alternative perspectives
for our students to view and new paths for them to travel, learn, and achieve. The
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following are a few suggestions on how to adopt an experiential-service learning
approach to a forensic team.
1) Emphasize the experiential and service in community work
Many teams already perform community service and many organizations already
help with charities, but forensic teams need to go beyond helping the community: teams
need to emphasize the experiential and service learning. When a coach decides to
partake in some sort of community service, s/he must first ask what the students should
be learning from forensics. Matching learning objectives with service learning is the
only way to maximize the learning potential of community service. The coach must
determine what s/he wants the students to learn and then find a service learning project
that matches the learning objectives and follows Sigmon‘s (1979) four R‘s of service
learning. The ―curriculum‖ focus becomes what the coach wants the students to learn.
Before exploring the service learning project however, the coach must determine if there
is a problem solving opportunity for the students that mirror Dewey‘s (1973) pattern of
inquiry.
For example, a coach might want their students to learn how to peer coach better,
so the coach might have her/his students volunteer to coach a local high school speech
team or work at a speech camp. While suggestions have been made how to manage
forensic peer coaching (Keefe, 1991; Boylan, 1996), this experiential-service learning
project allows the students to serve a community in need (high school speech students)
as well as face the challenge of not only providing effective feedback, but also of
switching roles from competitor to coach. Instead of receiving coaching or coaching
peers, the students make a fundamental shift into the role of coach, which gives the
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students opportunities to learn how to provide criticism that is helpful but not hurtful.
Students also gain the perspective of what an audience member might see thereby
increasing their chances of learning advanced levels of audience analysis. By working
with high school students in this fashion, collegiate forensic students can face challenges
related to learning objectives and attempt to solve them (Dewey‘s experiential), and they
can also serve a group of people and have a chance to reflect on it (Sigmon‘s service).
Students on my team have often accepted the challenge of helping coach the
local high school speech teams. Not only do they provide valuable coaching help to the
teams, but they learn what it is to see a performance and coaching session through the
eyes of a coach. While I haven‘t attempted to collect a reflective assessment from the
students, the learning opportunities are inherent in the partnership. Through casual
conversations I have found the students that do work with the high school speech
students tend to improve their understanding of providing and receiving feedback.
Reflection is an important aspect of experiential learning, and thus is an integral part of
an experiential-service learning approach to forensics. Giving students opportunities to
experience something and serve the community is important, but finding time to reflect
is also something forensic coaches should monitor to increase learning effectiveness. As
Jarvis (2001) noted, without reflection learning is minimized from an experience.
2) Track down forensic internships
Hinck and Hinck (1998) are quick to point out that if directors of forensics frame
service learning as internships, they might lose the community service aspect and begin
to question to practicality of the project. Using experiential-service learning to benefit
students is normally seen as involving the downtrodden of our society, but that does not
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have to be the case. Projects that directly benefit shelters, food pantries, or similarly
traditional service targets are excellent ways to spend time. All efforts to help those in
need are noteworthy; however, all service learning requires that there is some
pedagogical tie to the experience and a community is being served. A forensic internship
is simply an alternative to consider when evaluating the educational goals of forensics.
While Sigmon (1979) argued that service learning should have clear benefits for both
parties and the helper should not act superior, there is no reason why both parties cannot
equally benefit and be on even terms. Forensic internships are an ideal fit for students
wishing to learn more about certain things forensics can teach them.
In the field of experiential learning, the idea of internships or apprenticeships has
garnered plenty of attention in the literature. Cognitive apprenticeships attempt to teach
learners ―authentic practices through activity and social interaction in way similar
to…craft apprenticeships‖ (Brown, Collins, & Duguid, 1989, p. 37). Merriam,
Caffarella, & Baumgartner (2007) explained cognitive apprenticeships emphasize
adaptive critical thinking as well as the skills related to the craft. This form of
apprenticeship, or internship, treats ―learners as independent reflective constructors of
knowledge‖ (Fenwick, 2003, p. 152). Dewey‘s (1973) pattern of inquiry called for
students to create what they know through their experience, which is a learning
opportunity internships are capable of providing.
One internship idea to consider is having a student start to learn about the
academic writing process. Forensic scholars have called for an increased level of
scholarship among forensic professionals due to the many benefits involved with more
forensic writing and publications (Cronn-Mills, 2008; Hinck, 2008). Walker (2010)
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argued for an increased effort to incorporate undergraduate competitors into forensic
research by mentoring students in the writing, researching, and publication process.
Students interested in learning about scholarly writing and research (even if their interest
does not include forensic research) should be able to turn to forensic professionals and
not only help with research, but learn how the process works. A student would have the
opportunity to learn via Dewey‘s (1973) experiential pattern of inquiry as well as
provide a service to the struggling forensic scholarly community. Also, a forensic
internship can fit Sigmon‘s (1979) four Rs of service learning (respect, reciprocity,
relevance, reflection): respect should be maintained between the student and academic;
both parties benefit from the experience; there is a clear tie-in to what forensics can
teach students; students can be given time to reflect and process on their own projects.
Scholarly work does not have to be the only type of internship a forensic student
might do in an experiential-service learning project. Coaches can look for ways to help
students learn out in the field. This is done widespread on many teams with students
helping local high school speech teams or working at speech camps. Beyond working in
speech competition, coaches could help students gain experience with people who make
speeches and presentations such as politicians and heads of organizations. Students
could also work with community outreach programs to help increase visibility through
better modes of communication. Forensic internships give the students an opportunity to
learn more about what forensics wants to teach, but does it by approaching it with
experiential-service learning.
3) Use experience as evidence in speeches
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The last suggested implementation of an experiential-service learning approach
is to rethink how we view evidence and sources in forensic competition. Experientialservice learning can be used as a supplemental source for evidence in a speech. Instead
of citing evidence provided by other people, experiential-service learning creates an
opportunity for the student to discover evidence on their own. Coaches and students can
work together to find experiential-service learning opportunities that allow them to
explore problems and help generate or learn about potential solutions. This approach
would take more effort than reading a news article, but the rewards could be
exponentially higher for the student if they are able to learn and present information in a
way they have never done before.
Take for example a student working on a Persuasive speech about a problem
with homelessness in major cities. Instead of stopping at the secondary research of
reading, the student seeks out an opportunity to work directly with city officials to know
more about the problem and actively work towards a solution. This requires more than
writing a letter to or having a discussion with your congressional representative;
experiential-service learning can get students actively involved in the issue they are
speaking about. If students are presenting what they have learned through experience, it
can only enhance a speech that has secondary research to back up what they are saying.
We should encourage our students to explore other ways to find information and be open
to the idea that a person can learn many different ways, whether it is out of a book or by
direct involvement. I am not saying that the way evidence is currently presented in the
forensic community is not done well. Experiential-service learning is simply a
supplemental tool to increase the learning potential of students.
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It is important to note using experiential-service learning as evidence in a speech
is not a tactic to merely increase pathos, it is evidence in itself. There will be many
detractors to this approach who will probably argue that experiential-service learning
may be overused by students instead of doing traditional secondary research, losing the
benefits of what has always been done. Types of evidence just need to be varied, just
like it always has been. Faking an experience is also a concern but unethical use of
evidence is nothing new in forensics (e.g., Frank, 1983; Markstrom, 1994; Cronn-Mills
& Schnoor, 2003; Perry, 2003). While unethical practices do happen in competitive
collegiate forensics, there is no way to prevent all occurrences from happening. The
truth is judges cannot know for sure what students are presenting is ethical, so judges act
with the assumption that students are being honest. If coaches start to worry about
catching and punishing students from other teams, competition becomes to focus instead
of education. A coach should focus on teaching their students ethical practices and not
worry about what other teams do. Experiential-service learning is an educational tool to
help give students opportunities to learn in new ways and coaches should embrace new
educational tools such as this.
Effectiveness
Even though some applications of an experiential-service learning approach were
just suggested, there are some important aspects to consider when searching for an
efficient implementation. To be effective in implementing an experiential-service
learning approach, forensic educators should obviously make sure students are following
Dewey‘s patter of inquiry and Sigmon‘s four ―Rs‖; beyond this article‘s definition of
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experiential-service learning there are a few more specific suggestions for how to make
the students‘ experience an effective learning situation.
1) Let the students pick the project
As tempted as forensic educators might be to tell students what their best option
is for an experiential-service learning project, the students must pick the project
themselves. Similar to speech topic or literature selection for competition, students will
connect better with a project if they are the one choosing what to do. Coaches should
feel free to make suggestions for projects based on how well they know the student, but
the student should select what project they would like to partake in. Furco (2002) found
that outcomes of service vary from student to student, even when students work on the
same project, so predicting what a student will learn is often a mystery. By allowing the
student to select their own experiential-service learning project and take ownership of
the experience they are more likely to get the job done and do it well (Furco, 2002).
Furco also found when students performed service they thought was ―meaningless‖ or
―boring‖, their levels of empowerment, satisfaction, and learning all decreased
significantly. Forensic coaches should allow their students to take the reins of a project
in order to maximize student interest and learning.
2) Direct students to people
It is easy for students to get lost in a project where they are helping a community
organization but not actually meet the people their work is impacting. Students can do
paperwork and things of that nature, but they should be directly engaged with the people
and community that need help. Dewey (1916) argued that education should be about the
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community and helping people. Dewey would argue to make sure students are aware of
the need for assistance and are actively a part of the problem solving; the best way for
students to know about a need and help with the problem is having them dive into the
community and work directly with the people in need. By connecting to the community
in which they are trying to help, students are more likely to connect to the project, thus
increasing learning.
3) Discuss the project
As mentioned earlier, one of the most important aspects of experiential-service
learning is reflection. While journals or mental solitude can be effective forms of
personal reflection, students new to reflection processes often do not demonstrate
significant growth in critical thinking or a deeper understand of the curriculum (Molee,
Henry, Sessa, & McKinney, 2010; Wessel & Larin, 2006). Grossman (2009) noted that
students often need years to refine their reflection skills to make them an effective
learning tool. To attempt to counter this, initial student reflection needs to be a shared
experience. Students should discuss their project with their coach and with other
participants (if applicable). The coach should be able to guide the student through a
reflective process in order to make sense of what the student experienced, helping to
maximize the pedagogical benefits of the experiential-service learning project.
Benefits
Forensics is not merely a laboratory to practice communicative skills as many
scholars have suggested (Dreibelbis & Gullifor, 1992; Friedley, 1992; Swanson, 1992;
Zeuschner, 1992); rather, forensics offers real situations where communicative issues
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come into play. While educators teach students in order to enhance the future, forensic
professionals must realize their students‘ communicative choices impact the present as
well. Experiential-service must be viewed as immediate communicative practice and
learning. By taking a proactive approach to education, forensic professionals can make
sure students are learning now as well as in the future. The benefits to an experientialservice learning approach in forensics are many.
Hinck and Hinck (1998) noted that service learning can have two benefits for
students: it pushes students out of their comfort zones, and emphasizes personal and
social responsibility. Where an experiential-service learning approach varies from what
Hinck and Hinck support is the focus on the learning theory (Dewey‘s pattern of
inquiry). If done right, an experiential-service learning approach can have three main
benefits:
1) Improved undergraduate education
A good undergraduate education encourages cooperation among students,
communicates high expectations, encourages active learning, and respects diverse
talents and ways of learning (Chickering & Gamson, 1987). Experiential-service
learning can provide forensic students opportunities to enhance their education through
active learning. Making connections between curriculum concepts and the real world is
something that service learning can help students do (Markus, Howard, & King, 1993),
but educators must provide a clear link to learning objectives or the connections might
not be made (Eyler, 2000).
2) Effective preparation for participation in a democratic society
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By getting students involved in their communities, forensic educators can get
students to begin to understand what being a responsible citizen in a democratic society
entails. Astin (1994) argued that service learning is the most effective means of
achieving higher education‘s mission: ―to produce educated citizens who understand and
appreciate not only how democracy is supposed to work but also their own
responsibility to become active and informed participants in it‖ (p. 24). Instead of just
speaking about problems, causes, and solutions, forensic students will actively be
seeking to make a difference.
3) Increased readiness for the world of work
One of the goals of educators should be to make sure students are ready to face
the challenges ahead of them in the work force (Boyer, 1988). Academic knowledge can
only go so far, however, without above average problem solving and social skills.
Service learning can provide students opportunities to ―acquire a set of transferable
skills rather than prepare for a single lifelong career‖ (Jacoby, 1996, p. 21). In working
to help improve communities, an experiential-service learning approach could increase
proficiency in interpersonal and organizational communication as well as help develop
creative problem solving, constructive teamwork, and well-reasoned decision making.
By being linking curriculum to active learning, students may be better prepared to face
the challenges of life after college.
Conclusions
Developing an experiential-service learning approach in forensics will take some
work. This is a serious undertaking for a student and coach, which requires diligence to
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stick with the project, a willingness to think outside the box, and the perseverance to
ignore the inevitable critics. The traditional understanding and implementation of
service learning can be an effective tool; this essay‘s goal was to simply outline an
alternative perspective that might increase learning opportunities for forensic students.
Richardson and Kelly (2008) noted ―it is the role and responsibility of each generation
of directors of forensics to preserve the integrity of the activity as a unique learning
environment and intensive teaching space‖ (p. 116). By occasionally having an
experiential-service learning approach in forensics, coaches can continue to find new
ways to provide learning opportunities that will benefit forensic students for years to
come. We can do more for our students than have them do community service—we can
continue to provide a variety of learning opportunities that help them and others.
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Abstract
Debaters from John Carroll University and Lakeland Community College's
debate programs are engaged in a service learning program at the Cuyahoga Hills
Juvenile Correctional Facility (CHJCF). Students are taught debate skills, provided with
topic research, and engage in four tournaments per year. The program is designed to
foster skills in critical thinking, advocacy, public speaking and perspective taking for the
correctional facility students. For the college debaters, the program provides
opportunities to refine their own skills while realizing the power of volunteerism. In the
process, their preconceptions are consistently challenged.
The essay provides an assessment of the first two years of the program, including
discussions of goals, obstacles and accomplishments. It concludes that the program has
a positive impact on the CHJCF students, a conclusion shared by the coaches, college
debaters, guards and state administrators who have observed the debate tournaments.
The volunteers are universally supportive of the program.

In August of 2009, John Carroll University's Director of Debate was enjoying
lunch with Stanley Miller, the Executive Director of the Cleveland NAACP. The
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meeting focused on the benefits of debate for high school students. Miller pledged his
support to a fledgling urban debate league, but also suggested that another group of
students could benefit even more. An hour later, the debate coach was making an
impromptu pitch at a business meeting of leaders from the Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile
Correctional Facility (CHJCF), the Ohio's Department of Youth Services, and other
community interests. Shortly thereafter, John Carroll University's (JCU) debaters were
teaching debate at CHJCF, trying to make those proposed benefits a reality.
Service-learning features students using what they learn in classrooms to help
improve the communities in which they live. For example, service learning projects
have been employed to directly benefit individuals and organizations, including peer
teaching about health issues (Bute & Kopchik, 2009), helping campers with diabetesmellitis (Vogt, Chavez & Schaffner, 2011), and assisting youths in gaining knowledge
and skills concerning sports, cooperation and teamwork within a teacher education
program (Galvan & Parker, 2011). These studies and others cumulatively demonstrate
the positive impact on the recipients as well as benefits to the students. Kahl (2011)
specifically encourages this sort of scholarship for undergraduates, indicating it is one of
the key critical changes that needs to be made in communication education. In Ohio,
debaters from John Carroll University use what they learn in competitive debate to help
young men incarcerated in the Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile Correctional Facility. The
CHJCF students learn effective language skills, advocacy, conflict resolution, listening,
critical thinking, self-control and empowerment through competitive debate.
Service learning projects also provide indirect benefits to the community by
influencing students‘ awareness and empathy (Buch & Harden, 2011; Zaidi, Ahmed,
Ud Din Saif & Khan, 2011), and desire for future service (Buch & Harden, 2011). These
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service learning opportunities need to be viewed as meaningful (Bludau, 2006) and
involve opportunities for students to reflect on their experiences (Levesque-Bristol,
Knapp & Fisher, 2010). For this project, the college debaters learn about the CHJCF
students and themselves; they challenge their preconceptions and discover ways to use
their skills to improve their community. As one JCU debater observed, "the program is
absolutely valuable. In my opinion, the program‘s effectiveness lies in its ability to
show students how they can improve themselves and develop skills and characteristics
that are valued by society. I know that the thinking skills developed through debate
have unlimited application."
This essay details the service-learning relationship between JCU debate and
CHJCF. It begins by describing the goals for the CHJCF students and their debate tutors,
who are primarily students at JCU. They are undergraduate volunteers, both male and
female, who are either on the JCU competitive debate team or students with some
previous debate experience. Lakeland Community College (LCC) has also supplied
two volunteers - a debater and her debate coach. The paper also describes the program
format and identifies a number of challenges faced by participants. The primary
sections detail the perceived benefits to the students at CHJCF and to the debater tutors.
Both sections are bolstered with quotations from JCU debaters who have tutored at
CHJCF and have responded to a survey concerning their experiences. The responses
indicate clearly that they have embraced the "teaching and learning strategy that
integrates meaningful community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the
learning experience, teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities" (The
National Service-Learning Clearinghouse , 2011, para. 1).
Goals
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The benefits of debate have been well documented. There is a rich heritage of
literature describing the valuable skills debaters learn, including advocacy (Bartenan,
1998; Brand 2000; Williams, McGee & Worth, 2001), presentation skills (Millsap,
1998; Williams, McGee & Worth, 2001), critical thinking (Brembeck, 1949; Colbert,
1987; Hill, 1993; Rowland, 1995), social responsibility (Rogers, 2005), cultural
understanding and tolerance (Rogers, 2002; Rogers, 2005), academic success (Rogers,
2005; Mezuk, 2009) and college readiness (Mezuk, 2009). Due to the needs of the
CHJCF students, this program prioritizes argument development and presentation skills
within a framework that consistently emphasizes perspective taking, tolerance and the
use of language in resolving disputes. All of these benefits are secondary to our primary
goal - to help these young men realize that education, generally, and debate, specifically,
can provide them with life-changing skills. Officials at CHJCF acknowledge these
benefits. Clifford Smith, Administrator for the Office of Community Partnerships of the
Ohio Department of Youth Services, made the three hour drive from Columbus to watch
the first debate tournament. He was very impressed and shortly thereafter, the program
was featured on the cover of the state's Volunteer News Brief, which observed that the
students "are discovering the power of words in settling conflicts while developing a
new way of thinking" (January, 2010, p. 3).
In addition to the goals for the CHJCF students, the program is also designed
with specific goals for the JCU debaters. One goal is to help them understand debate
from a different perspective; those who teach are likely to agree that one never learns
material as well as when one has to teach it to others. However, there are also nondebate goals, including developing an appreciation for service, interacting with members
of society with whom they were unlikely to have much prior experience, and
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recognizing the personal ways in which they can use their skills to form stronger
communities. These goals are frequently discussed by the debate director and the
volunteers, both in weekly planning sessions and in the debriefing session that occurs in
the ride back from the CHJCF to the university each week. Success in achieving these
goals is found in the answers to the survey questions and in observing current volunteers
recruit future volunteers. Arguments about how the experience has "changed them," or
given them "new perspectives" are common.

Format
The parameters are simple. We meet with the CHJCF students approximately 28
weeks per year. Although we have experimented with different formats, we currently
use four seven-week periods. We meet one evening per week for the first six weeks and
twice during the seventh. We hold a four round tournament in the seventh week with
two rounds each night. We typically get approximately 75 minutes per night, although
we stretch that a little during tournaments. The CHJCF students strongly prefer this
format since the tournaments are their favorite part of the program. The age range is
generally 15-19, although at least one student stayed actively involved until his release
on his 21st birthday.
The CHJCF are all volunteers who respond positively to encouragement from the
supervisor of volunteer programs, Rev. Clark, or from the guards. A weekly call is
made to the dormitories as soon as the JCU volunteers arrive, which results in a
different, but overlapping student base every week. CHJCF students have started the
program as late into a semester as the last week, creating some problems with
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preparation. However, the program operates under a principle of inclusion, so no student
has been turned away.
The JCU debate tutors are also volunteers, drawn from both the competitive
debate team and from any other volunteers with debate experience. While most of the
volunteers compete on the university's debate program, at least one volunteer has come
from the debate class required of all communications majors, and another was a
freshman who was a public forum debater in high school. Many of the volunteers rotate
on a weekly basis, and the number of volunteers increases for the tournament. However,
each semester, a single volunteer embraces a larger role which includes attending every
week, coordinating research efforts, providing some of the lectures and judging practice
rounds and the tournament. As the program enters its third year, JCU's top debater has
offered to run the CHJCF program and is coordinating all aspects. JCU's Director of
Debate still attends the weekly meetings, but only to support and observe.
A typical night includes five to ten minute of debate instruction, focusing on
argument construction (claim, data, warrant), presentation, listening and note taking
(flowing) , or any of a wide variety of debate skills. That is followed by an additional
five to ten minutes of topic discussion, where students are asked to generate and support
arguments for or against particular positions. Those discussions are generally energetic.
Early in the semester, JCU's Director of Debate leads the lecture and discussions, but as
the semester continues, those roles are taken over by the JCU debaters. The JCU
debaters develop confidence as they watch teaching models and then adopt their own
styles and preferences. This is all done in a nurturing environment as JCU debaters seek
input from the coaches, and the CHCJF seek input from coaches, debaters and each
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other. The director carpools to the facility with the debaters, providing time to brief
before each evening and debrief as we drive back to the university.
The rest of the evening is dedicated to debates, with the JCU volunteers typically
judging but occasionally debating. The format is flexible to encourage maximum
participation and meaningful debate experiences. Combinations of one on one (Lincoln
Douglas) and two or three person teams have been used to maximize the number of
people debating at any one time. Time limits are adjusted to reflect the time available in
a given night, although a constructive, a rebuttal and a cross-examination period are all
included whenever possible. The tournaments have used a two person team format,
utilizing five minute constructives, 90 second cross-examination periods, and three
minute rebuttals, although there is no reason why that format is sacrosanct.
As for topics, the CHJCF students are given tremendous leeway in generating
issues for debate. We seek ideas for the tournaments, narrow it to four or five that the
directors and tutors find most promising, and then allow the CHJCF students to vote.
Tournament topics have included lifting smoking bans in bars and restaurants, gun
control, national health care and drug legalization. In addition, we debate a number of
student selected topics in the early weeks as we gather research for our tournament.
Those evening debates include topics ranging from legalizing gay marriage to whether
the better basketball player is Kobe or LeBron.
The cost of the program is exceedingly low. The tutors volunteer their time.
There is a minimal cost to printing articles and sample arguments. The coaches donate
flow paper and the facility provides pencils. As for rewards, we secure permission to
bring a laptop and a laser printer into the facility during tournaments, allowing us to
print personalized certificates. Every participant receives a certificate, as do the top five
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speakers and each member of the top three teams. These numbers can vary based on
participation. This head coach has been in debate for 36 years, but has never seen more
appreciative award recipients. CHJCF provides plastic slip-sheets to protect the
certificates and the students save them and bring them back in subsequent semesters to
show new students what they can achieve if they are "good enough." The students
inform us that they send copies of their certificates to the judges who review their
appeals for early release.
In addition to the normal format, we sometimes show debate oriented films early
in the semester for recruitment and end evenings with logic puzzles. Educationally, the
logic puzzles are a valuable and fun way to develop deductive reasoning skills.
Promotionally, they encourage students to return, since bringing a solved puzzle back
the next week earns a choice of candy bars, provided by the authors.
Challenges
There are a number of challenges that continue to face the program including
resources, time constraints, competing programs, logistics and some obstacles specific to
working with young men who are incarcerated. Some of these challenges are specific to
the students at CHJCF, others are obstacles faced by the JCU debaters.
The first obstacle is to recruit volunteer debaters. In addition to the time issues
faced by all potential volunteers, a variety of factors negatively influence the debaters'
desire to help. One is as simple as recognizing the value of "the other." As one debater
observed, "even my own debate partner originally pondered why we should help these
kids. I was kind of surprised, but I understood his position. These kids had their chance
and they blew it." However, that respondent now tutors frequently, encourages others
to do the same, and has assumed the role of coordinating tutor for the coming season.
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He acknowledges the impact the program has had on his life and theirs, noting it is "an
extremely helpful life lesson."
A related factor is the apprehension associated with entering a correctional
facility. Many have concerns as soon as they realize must go into the institution. Others
become concerned as soon as they see the razor-wire surrounding the facility's walls.
Legitimate security concerns require them to leave their cell phones and keys in their
vehicles or at the front desk, where they sign in, turn in their driver's licenses, and
receive visitor's badges. They pass through a metal detector, and then turn out pockets
and roll up pant legs to ensure no contraband is smuggled into the facility. A guard
leads them through a short hallway where the door behind them is locked prior to
unlocking the door in front. The system helps prevent escapes, but it can be
psychologically troubling to a group of volunteers momentarily locked up in a very
small space. Several volunteers - and both coaches - have talked about this discomfort
in debriefings after initial visits to the facility, but the volunteers seem to adjust to it
rather quickly. The tutors are lead to a large room where the meetings occur, and await
the arrival of the students, who are also led by guards. The debates occur simultaneously
in different corners of the same large room, frequently the cafeteria, but sometimes in
either the library or the "blue room," which serves as both the chapel and the all-purpose
room, while one or more guards observe. The guards are friendly and every effort is
made to be pleasant, but there is no escaping the fact that the young men are
incarcerated. As one tutor responded, "while the students seemed to enjoy the program,
it was still being conducted in a corrections facility. The program gave me an insight
into the unfortunate reality that is juvenile corrections; it is sad (albeit understandable) to
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see people so young having their freedom restricted. But I would recommend it to
anyone who is interested in helping those in need."
The key to recruiting volunteers is demonstrating the safety and benefits. Most
debaters understand the tremendous value in what they do, so persuading them to help
others is not difficult. Reassurances about the safety convinced a few to come, and once
they started talking to their peers about the program, finding other volunteers was easy.
At the core is a simple message - the young men who live at CHJCF truly appreciate
outsiders who come to share their skills. It gives them something to do, but more
importantly, it lets them know that someone cares. They express their appreciation
frequently. The guards, students and supervisors confirm that the young men at the
facility demonstrate appreciation to all volunteers.
There are clear variations in the amount of time the JCU debaters dedicate to the
program. Some are only available as judges, dedicating one or two evenings per
semester, as our numbers allow us to rotate in new judges for each of the tournament.
Others get involved in a different rotation, as the third volunteer every week. In addition
to the nights they judge, these tutors attend four or five additional nights per semester.
Finally, one of the debaters always steps to the forefront to become the undergraduate
coordinator for the program. This debater works with the director to create a weekly
lesson, provides that lesson to the other volunteers, coordinates topic research, and
attends every CHJCF debate function. Those students run the program in weeks when
the director cannot attend. Additionally, Lakeland Community College has become
more active in working with the program. The second author has represented Lakeland
multiple times in the last year, has brought a Lakeland student to help, and is training
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additional Lakeland students to assist in the future. This is a huge contribution to the
continuing success of the program.
With respect to preparing for debates, the biggest obstacle is the lack of research
capability. The CHJCF students are not allowed internet access, which means the
research must come from their library or be brought in by the debaters. Given time
limits, most of the research is completed by JCU debaters. This creates additional
concerns as outside materials must be reviewed before they can be distributed. Further,
none of the supplies - legal pads, pencils, manila folders – are allowed to leave the
meeting room. Although there are legitimate security concerns for this limitation, it is a
significant obstacle to developing research skills.
To offset this, JCU debaters create sample arguments and collect a variety of
original articles on both sides of each topic. Those are provided to CHJCF personnel for
review, and are stored in the room where they debate. Students have the opportunity to
read the material during weekly sessions, but can also check it out during other points
during the week. Additional research can be done in the CHJCF library. The result is
less than optimal, but does provide each student the opportunity to cull evidence to
support arguments, an important part of the research process. The importance of this
research was best demonstrated by a CHJCF student who requested that we speed up the
process of getting research to them since ―arguing about opinions is useless‖ now that he
could ―debate with facts.‖
Another major challenge is keeping a stable number of participants each week.
The CHJCF debate program faces many of the same concerns as any debate program -some students lose interest, some get ill, some have other programs that interfere.
However, debate in a correctional facility faces additional barriers over which we have
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no control -- inmates are released transferred, denied privileges, or are forced to attend
state mandated programs which get scheduled independently of our program.
Additionally, given the relatively small population and tightly controlled environment,
alternative programs scheduled at the same time are likely to hurt attendance. The effect
is that we seldom know how many kids will participate in any given night as our
numbers have ranged from 1 to 32. Typically, a large number show up for the
recruitment night and that number declines almost immediately, although the
participation of a dozen students on any given night is common.
The eagerness of the CHJCF debaters is obvious. Students apologize for
"ditching practice" to attend celebratory meals and parties. They are even more
apologetic when their misbehavior results in disciplinary action that prohibits them from
attending debate meetings. Conversely, they become angry when they believe that such
punishment was unjust. Every semester, the CHJCF students check and double-check
with us to make sure that the tournament will occur before particular release dates. The
tournament has been moved forward a day to allow the participation of a young man
scheduled for release later in the week.
Another major obstacle stems from differences between the CHJCF students.
Some would not be out of place in traditional high school and college classrooms, while
others are battling significant physical, mental, emotional and/or drug related problems.
Those differences are magnified by the fact that some students attend almost every
meeting for multiple semesters while others are new or attend infrequently. The ideal
solution is separate divisions based on talents, but program size precludes that.
However, in a remarkable demonstration of camaraderie and teamwork, the CHJCF
debaters have resolved most of this problem through cooperation. From setting up the
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room for the debates, to selecting partners, to helping opponents gain a better grasp of
arguments, the CHJCF students cooperate well. They are quick to laugh at themselves
and others, but rarely in a malicious manner. Several CHJCF debaters scheduled for
release prior to that semester's tournament have chosen to attend weekly meetings
anyway, offering to help others and filling in when someone's partner is missing.
A final obstacle is recruiting. Given the nature of correctional facilities, there is
no opportunity to recruit directly. Oversight personnel are extremely helpful and send
encouragement, but even their messages are filtered through the guards. Some guards
are extremely supportive and their dormitories are almost always represented. A
number of guards claim they see the CHJCF debaters in a new light, and some guards
actively interact with the students during practice, challenging their ideas or adding
supportive examples. However, bringing the students to meetings is an additional
burden on the guards who must change their routines to do so. Those who do not
perceive a benefit have no incentive to support the program. Program volunteers have
contact with only those guards who are already supportive, making it impossible for the
coaches to address guards who do not wish to participate. Students suggest this is a
primary reason why some dorms have strong attendance and others have none.
Benefits to CHJCF Students
We are not able to interview the CHJCF students about the benefits they
perceive, nor are we to contact them after their release. However, it is impossible to
work with these young men for any period of time and not observe the impact the
program has on them. For example, one JCU debater noted, ―At our first meeting, we
were talking about who the best pro basketball player is, and it devolved into a shouting
match. But by the end of the semester, everybody was standing up straight, looking
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poised and giving articulate presentations for and against the need for a statewide
smoking ban in public buildings. It was incredible to see the change that took place in a
semester‖ (Bruening, 2011, p. 21).
The primary goal of the program is to help these young men realize that
education and debate can help them take control over their lives. That includes the
empowerment that stems from effective advocacy, but also the self-control necessary to
listen and think before responding. At no time was this more evident than in our first
debate of a new semester. With 18 students and three volunteers, the students were
divided into three person teams. Each group was asked to pick a topic, and one student
suggested gay marriage. Fearful of potential jokes and ad hominem attacks, the young
man was asked why he wanted to debate that topic. He responded, "I don't have a
father. I have two mothers. And I am tired of people slamming them. I want to have a
debate, because I want to defend them." The topic was selected and each team was
given three two-minute speeches and a one minute rebuttal. The young man who
proposed the topic spoke first, and we rotated through the other participants. Each
student refuted the claims of the person who spoke directly before him and added some
new reasons. The original speakers were each given a minute to respond. In a little
more than 15 minutes, each side presented seven minutes of arguments. The quality of
the arguments were appraised, and the conversation turned to perspective taking and the
benefits of switch-side debating. A second debate followed immediately, with the
negative team from the first debate now advocating gay marriage and the young man
with two moms concluding with arguments against.
At the end of the night, the young man caught the director by the arm and said, "I
want you to know that was probably the hardest thing I've ever done, but I see the value.
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It never would have happened outside - I would have beat the crap out of him for saying
that. But you made me listen, think and wait before I could answer. I couldn't do that
before. I still don't agree with any of their points, but now I can see why they believe
some of them. Thanks." That exchange encapsulates what the program attempts to
accomplish. As Andy Labuza, the program's undergraduate coordinator for the first year
claimed, "debate is about defending and attacking arguments, not people‖ (Cooney,
2009, para. 5).
The JCU debaters recognize the skills being fostered in the students they tutor
and judge. Surveys of the JCU debaters acknowledge skill development in critical
thinking, advocacy, listening and perspective taking. The students develop a healthy
respect for themselves and what they are learning. Two brief stories offer illustrate this
point.
One of the JCU debaters was struck by a pair of young men who spent the entire
fall semester arguing against each other. Many of the disagreements turned personal.
However, as the semester continued, both started making better arguments, and while
they still argued against each other, the disagreements lost the personal edge. In the
spring, both returned, partnered, becoming friends and a significant force in the
tournament.
Another JCU volunteer found a sense of respect in shaking hands. This is not
encouraged in the program. The CHJCF oversight official discourages hand shaking for
security reasons, especially with the potential for personal bonding and hygienic
concerns. The JCU debater noted, "I was surprised that many of the students insisted on
shaking hands after each debate round. Many students came to me to shake my hand
after judging and when distributing awards at the end of the tournament. The handshake
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served not only as a sign of respect among competitors but also as an acknowledgment
of their mutual accomplishment."
The cooperation that the students develop over time is impressive. Although
there is a lot of "good natured ribbing," especially when students make mistakes, there is
also a developing appreciation of self and others. One of the most powerful educational
moments for the LCC debate coach occurred during a debate at the institution when a
relatively experienced team was debating against a team that was attending their first
tournament. When it was time for the first negative to speak, the student fumbled and
stuttered and anxiously looked around. After a few endless seconds, the affirmative
team in unison stood up, walked around the table and started to assist the opposing
debater. Asking for prep time to be given to the other team, one of the experienced
debaters quickly rifled through evidence and explained arguments and strategies that the
first negative could run. He then shared a few words of encouragement, including a
comment about how he tends to stutter when he is nervous, and then walked back to the
other side of the table, ready to compete. Somehow these young students found
collaboration within the competition. They were able to see beyond the debate to
something that was far more important.
Another tutor revealed an incident where one CHJCF student consistently
referred to his partner as an "idiot." When asked why, the response was, "because he is."
When the "idiot" was asked if his partner ever supported him, he responded , "f*** no."
A discussion followed about the harms of labeling, the damage done when partners
belittle each other, and the benefits of mutual support. They agreed to attempt more
cooperation. Later, the tutor had the opportunity to judge them in a round in which they
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cooperated fully, showed no signs of hostility, and won on a persuasive argument made
by the student formerly known as the "idiot."
The students have also learned to argue much more effectively. More than one
guard has jokingly complained about this development. The transition is from asserting
claims to developing arguments. One tutor described an interaction with a student who
claimed that we should protect the rights of gun owners. Recognizing that no reasons
had been offered, the student was asked why. The student provided the honest answer –
he wanted a gun. When asked if he should have something just because he wanted it,
the student replied, "I guess that's not a great argument." The tutor noted that over time
the young man started making much better arguments, bolstering his claims with support
and reasons. Several respondents noted they had observed the same transition from
asserting claims to developing arguments.
The students also learn how to speak persuasively. This is an awakening for
many of them. Some tell us that the experience is valuable because "it's the only place
we're allowed to argue," while another contended "it's the first time anyone has actually
listened to me." For those combating additional barriers - speaking impediments,
behavioral problems, confidence issues, etc. - the challenges are even greater. And yet,
there is no doubt that most of the participants improve their ability to stand up and speak
persuasively. Some improve dramatically.
The benefits were also evident to non-debaters. Several guards watch the
debates, sometimes interjecting themselves during practice. Several noted how
impressed they are with the students, often admitting that they now see the students
differently. A couple of guards let the researchers know the students frequently continue
the debates in their rooms. Clifford Smith, the Administrator of the Office of
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Community Partnership for the Ohio Department of Youth Services, recognizes the life
skills the students are learning. He observes, ―It teaches research skills, it enhances their
communication skills, and it helps them in every aspect of their daily lives. There are so
many situations in which they can learn the skills they use in the program. When they
apply and interview for jobs, when they get a job, when they‘re on the job and trying to
research issues or gather information to enable them to do the work that needs to be
done – all of these skills are valuable to them" (Bruening, 2011, p. 21).
Other indications of the power the program come from CHJCF students
themselves. One pleaded for a debate textbook for the facility‘s library. Once donated,
he immediately checked it out, read it cover to cover, and brought it with him to every
meeting. He delighted in calling out his peers for ad hominem attacks, false causes,
circular reasoning and a variety of other fallacies. Originally, his peers ridiculed him,
but within a couple of weeks they requested more textbooks.
The clearest indication of the change in these students, however, is in their other
requests of us. In semesters with large influxes of new students, we often hear a lot
about either the toughness or the despair of the students. However, those who stay with
the program for any period of time ask different questions -" can you help me find the
right college," "where can I debate in college," or "can I debate for you?"
Benefits to JCU Students
The debate tutors learn valuable lessons through their service at CHJCF. They
learn about the young men in the facility and about themselves. They learn more about
debate and a great deal about teaching. They learn that they have meaningful roles to
play in society; in this case, in a way none of them had considered. Perhaps it is
coincidental that of the four tutors who have graduated from JCU since the program
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began, two have gone to law school, one into sociology and one has decided to teach.
The prospective teacher specifically ties that decision to the program, observing that the
CHCJF students "have shown me that I love to teach. I really think it is great when a
student who was struggling understands a concept and is able to succeed." All indicate
that the program had a tremendous influence on them. Every respondent recommends
others join the program, although several of them limited the recommendation to those
who can handle the additional concerns that come with working with young men inside
a correctional facility.
One major benefit for the tutors is the opportunity to confront their own
preconceptions. The changes in perspective are profound, as the tutors recognize that
the young men legitimately want to improve themselves. This is a sharp break with the
preconception that these are kids who
―had their chance and they blew it." As one tutor noted, "this was a very good learning
experience for me. It definitely helped change a lot of the assumptions I had going into
the program." Another observed, "I had no previous exposure to a corrections facility
and was startled by the youth of the students. The students made some serious life
mistakes but I saw a genuine desire from many of the students to learn about the topics
being debated and to develop thinking skills. I was impressed."
One of the more profound interactions occurred during a tutor's lecture. Three
young men were sitting in the back and one of them was obviously bored. He kept
distracting his friends, and was asked to settle down several times. Finally the young
man was threatened with removal if he insisted on distracting others. At that point, he
stood up, turned to his friends and encouraged them to leave this "boring and stupid"
program. One friend stood to go, but the other remained sitting. The distracting student
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made several attempts to get his sitting friend to leave with him, but the young man
remained sitting. By this time, everything else had stopped, and people were focused on
the commotion. As the distracting student made a final attempt to convince his friend to
leave, the sitting student looked up and said, "if you don't see the value, you're the stupid
one. He's trying to help us. Can't you see that?" The JCU tutors were deeply touched.
Finding effective ways of communicating with a diverse group of young men is a
common theme. Tutors noted how the interactions forced them to improve their own
communication skills. It required reflection about why they had trouble reaching some
students and about ways the tutors can modify their messages to help comprehension.
Two respondents wrote about how much they learned about teaching and debate through
the interaction, while another commented about directly transferring the lesson to other
arenas, rethinking his communication strategies in general.
The debate tutors find the experience gratifying, calling it "personally fulfilling,"
"very rewarding," and "interesting and enriching." They realize the skills they are
honing as debaters can be used not only to improve their lives, but also their
communities. One noted, "every time I go there, I feel like I at least made some
difference." A female tutor observed "the young men in this facility don't have the best
backgrounds and if I can help give them an opportunity to improve their lives, then I
think it is a program worth anyone's time." It is important to note that almost every JCU
debate tutor who volunteered at CHJCF has since volunteered to work in the urban
debate league.
Recommendations
The tutors made several recommendations for improving the program. Most are
typical of any program – requests for more time, more people and more resources. The
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tutors are correct on all of these counts, although it is also important to appreciate the
opportunities that are present. The most energetic lessons occur on nights when 15-20
students are participating, but the tutors are reminded that their opportunity to make a
real difference is often magnified on those nights when only two students participate.
Other recommendations focus on making the format as simple as possible,
removing most of the conventions of academic debate. For example, there is a clear
fairness issue that limits new arguments in rebuttals, an effort to make sure that both
sides have sufficient time to discuss the issue. However, that is to be weighed against
the detriment of rejecting quality arguments simply because they occur late in the
debate. Given the other difficulties these young men face, perhaps it is best to reward
quality arguments whenever they occur.
One of the best examples of this took place in a free-flowing debate that focused
on whether students who are at least 18 years old should be allowed to smoke in the
facility. New concerns and new answers dominated the debate from start to finish.
However, it was fascinating to watch the young men work through these issues.
Certainly smoking would cause additional behavioral problems - but not if they were
only allowed as rewards for good behavior. But, even in that case, there would be
additional thefts – unless the administration held all the cigarettes, rewarding them
singularly at the time of their consumption. Still, even that would increase the risk of
fire - but not if smoking is restricted to the outdoor volleyball pit since sand does not
burn. However, that would still put the guards at risk from second-hand smoke - except
if it was limited to guards who already smoke and are willing to smoke with the goodbehavior crowd. While there is clearly a fairness issue involved in allowing the
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affirmative to consistently change its proposal, it may be acceptable if education is
prioritized over competition.
The final recommendation heard from many stakeholders is to expand. There
has been discussion with other members of the debate community about creating similar
programs in other facilities within Ohio. The possibility of allowing the top teams from
each institution to debate against each other has been raised. State budgets and tough
economic times certainly complicate that vision, but the benefit of debate within
juvenile correctional facilities is real.
Conclusions
As the Director of Debate at John Carroll University, the transformative power
of debate has been a significant element in how debate is portrayed to our members and
recruits. As many high school debaters and college freshmen have heard, JCU Debate is
proud of our competitive success, but the real testament to the power of what we do is
found in what our alumni are doing five, ten or twenty years down the line. We
encourage our current students to use debate to empower themselves to help achieve
their personal goals and dreams. Given the power found in persuasion, critical thinking
and in mastery of information, it becomes rather easy for them to understand the ways
that a commitment to debate can become a life changing event. For example, Mezuk's
(2009) 10-year study of African American males debating in the Chicago urban debate
league found that those who debated 25 or more rounds were 70% more likely to
graduate from high school, three times less likely to drop out of school, significantly
improved their ACT scores and class grades, and were twice as likely to be "college
ready" in English according to the ACT benchmark. Similarly, Rogers (2002) four-year
study of college debaters and non-debaters found that debaters were more active
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politically (voting and donating time to campaigns), socially (activism and
volunteerism), had slightly better grades, demonstrated more cultural tolerance, were
more likely to believe in the just society tradition, and much more likely to seek
professional internships. In both situations, the transformative power of debate is real
and clear - it provides life changing skills, perspectives and opportunities.
We cannot make the claim that the skills referenced in these studies are imparted to the
students of the Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile Correctional Facility. It is clearly a unique
setting, and while its students face some of the same difficulties as other high school
students, there are other complications. The debate opportunities the CHJCF students
receive pale in comparison to what truly dedicated high school and college debaters
receive. Additionally, our observations provide us with a very different type of data than
that compiled by Mezuk (2009) and Rogers (2002). Nonetheless, our observations
clearly suggest that something transformative is happening within this program, and that
change has been observed by coaches, tutors, guards and representatives of the Ohio
Department of Youth Services.
Among the changes we have observed in the CHJCF are improved public
speaking, better quality of argument, an increasing commitment to using arguments to
resolve disagreements, and the development of perspective taking skills. The potential
of debate to empower students is a frequent topic of conversation with and between the
CHJCF students. New debaters still tend to start with a very edgy tone in the beginning
of the semester, and become more refined and better reasoned as the season continues.
While perspective taking requires time, the benefits of switch-sides debating eventually
win out. In short, we have no desire to overstate the benefits of the program, but it is
clear that these young men are finding their voices, discovering ways to improve their
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reasons, recognizing the importance of perspective, and gaining an appreciation for the
exchange of ideas. Those skills are empowering.
For the college debaters who are tutoring at the facility, the exchange is mutually
beneficial. The respondents talk about how teaching the material has improved their own
skills, provided new perspectives of the incarcerated students, and demonstrated the
importance of contributing to their own communities. Almost all have volunteered to
return to the CHJCF and most have. In fact, the JCU debaters have asked to take on a
greater role, moving from coordinating assistants to actively taking over the program
and running all phases of it in year three (with faculty support as opposed to faculty
leadership).
Debaters have long prided themselves on the important skills they learn,
including advocacy, critical thinking and public speaking. Debaters from John Carroll
University and Lakeland Community College are engaging in a service-learning project
with the Cuyahoga Hills Juvenile Correctional Facility to bring those benefits to the
young men serving their sentences there. The program is growing, as Lakeland
Community College now assists, and there are hopes of developing similar programs at
other correctional facilities within the state. In the process, students from both the
colleges and the correctional facility are learning important lessons about themselves
and each other. In the process, they are coming to a better understanding of the power
of debate.
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Abstract
On campus service-learning opportunities are valuable educational experiences for
forensics students and the university community. This paper provides details of Miami
University service-learning projects and the impacts they have for forensics students, the
university student body, and the forensics program. Service-learning can provide an
even richer experience for forensics students while engaging a significantly larger
portion of the student body in public discourse about current events as well as modeling
effective public communication styles. While many forensics programs already offer
showcases, these on campus performances (with slight modification such as including a
structured debriefing and reflection sessions), can become valuable on campus servicelearning experiences.
Keywords: service-learning, on campus, audience debate forum, forensics showcase
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Forensics Service-Learning on Campus:
Serving to Learn, Learning to Serve
The life of the Director of Forensics (DOF) is full. Between coaching students,
recruiting students, traveling to tournaments, participating in faculty meetings, teaching
classes, making hotel and vehicle reservations, entering teams for tournaments, and
occasionally writing an article for publication the thought of adding one more activity to
an already overly burdened calendar can easily be seen as the ―one bridge too far.‖ As
Hinck and Hinck (1998) note ―Adding an additional project without a clear rationale for
what it returns to the students, the director, the program, the university, and the
community would probably dissuade a director from considering service-learning‖ (p.
4). Service-learning is a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful
community service with instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience,
teach civic responsibility, and strengthen communities (National Service-Learning
Clearinghouse, 2011). When we look at a service-learning project as more work it is
easy to overlook the potential competitive benefits our students receive from such
projects. Perhaps more importantly this perspective does not consider the opportunities
missed by students at our colleges and universities but not on our teams.
This article examines the issue of service learning in the forensics community by
first providing a rationale for the integration of service learning into a team‘s annual
activities, offering a case study by examining Miami University‘s Audience Debate
Forum Series and Forensics Showcases and how those are implemented and finally
discussing the benefits of these practices. It should be pointed out that the Audience
Debate Forum series predates both of the author‘s tenure at Miami University and we
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hope they will continue long after the authors have moved on. We don‘t claim credit for
the inception but wish to share this wonder educational option with the community.
Rationale
A DOF focuses on coaching a team to be competitively successful but inherent
within that process is developing young citizen orators as the ancient rhetoricians had
envisioned citizen orator. The ability to stand and deliver a well thought out and
articulate argument before a public audience was Quintilian‘s idea of the citizen orator.
Developing these citizen orator can take on a variety of form and formats. The idea of
going out into the community and finding an organization in need of communication
skills training, developing a workshop or seminar for those people, and then helping
students prepare materials that would make such a project beneficial to both the client
and the student can be a daunting task. It is one that many faculty members without the
additional duties of forensics professional avoid because of the volume of workload
involved. However, the second national conference on forensics noted, ―Forensic
educators should initiate and encourage participation in ongoing forums of forensic
activity that are available to campus and community audiences‖ (Parson, 1984, p. 41).
Not all service-learning projects occur outside the university community. In a traditional
―college town‖ there are often more members of the university than the surrounding
town. More importantly, the students at the university have a more direct need for the
kinds of service-learning projects a forensics team can readily provide.
Certainly, if forensic students went out into the community and prepared
workshops for people seeking employment on how to conduct themselves in job
interviews or if they were to pair with a local high school to coach a forensics team or
even if they worked on campus in an Oral Communication Center as tutors these
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projects would be seen as service-learning opportunities. They are using skills related to
what forensics teaches. Forensics teaches strong communication skills. But more
specifically what forensics does, and what forensics students do, is stand and deliver
performances (obviously that is not the extent of the skills acquired in forensics but it is
certainly at the heart of what we teach). Whether that is debate, public speaking, limited
preparation events, or an oral interpretation event, we teach students to stand and deliver
with confidence, to engage an audience, to critically analyze research and literature, to
synthesize information from a variety of sources (even disciplines) and present their
ideas in a public forum.
In fact these are the very skills that employers say they want out of recent college
graduates. Hart (2008) surveyed employers about the most important skills new hires
should possess and found the skills that forensics teaches were at the forefront of the
responses: Communication (73%), critical & integrative thinking (73%), and problem
solving (64%). It is those skills that our students are most adept at using to help others.
Hart (2008) goes on to report that 83% of business leaders believe that
supervised/evaluated internship/community-based project where students apply college
learning in real-world setting were ―very effective‖ or ―fairly effective‖ in ensuring that
college graduates have the skills/knowledge they need to be successful in the business
world. This could be why Judge (2006) says ―My suggestion is to look on campus for
service-learning opportunities‖ (p. 189). Couple that idea with Hinck and Hinck‘s
observation,
Forensics programs seem uniquely suited to address issues of social
responsibility. Debate topics focus on social problems. Individual events, such as
extemporaneous speaking, persuasive speaking, and rhetorical criticism, address
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current events and controversies. One could even argue that many interpretive
performances are aimed at increasing awareness of social issues. (1998, p. 8)
One could make the argument that a quality forensics program has an obligation
to conduct on campus service-learning projects. As Hinck and Hinck (1998) point out,
service-learning has come about as a response to two concerns in higher education: First,
the leadership role colleges and universities should play in addressing society's problems
and second, the need for colleges to be more accountable for the breadth and depth of
resources devoted to educating students. The same is true of forensics. Forensics has an
on-campus leadership role in addressing society's problems. In a world of ever
tightening financial situations, it is even more important that we show accountability for
the resources our programs are given.
Forensics can be an expensive activity. It is probably not as expensive as varsity
athletics but when it is compared to intramural sports, an on-campus choir, or even the
campus Republicans or Democrats, it can easily have a higher student-served to dollarspent ratio. This is important when administrators start crunching numbers and looking
for places to make cuts under the auspice that the participation of the few, no matter how
meaningful or positive, is not as worthy as the participation of the many. The studentsserved to dollar-spent ratio is sometimes more important than the national recognition a
program might bring to a university. Whether we agree with the reasoning or not, it is a
fact of life. So as we begin to look at service-learning it is important to understand how
our programs and our students will benefit by this experience both in and out of a
competitive setting.
Our Experience: A Case Study
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―Communication is tied to service learning‖ (Gibson, Kostecki & Lucas, 2001, p.
187) because of communication education‘s tradition of preparing students for public
deliberation and taking an active role in public life. For many years Miami University
Forensics has hosted ―Audience Debate Forums‖ (ADF) and ―Forensic Showcases‖. We
host a total of four Audience Debate Forums and two Forensic Showcases each year.
These public performances on campus service well over 1,200 students annually. The
purpose of this paper is to explain the benefits of the service-learning project and
provide readers with the logistical and pragmatic aspects of these projects so that they
could be carried out on other campuses.
Benefits
―The classroom is often thought of as a barren place, far removed from the more
immediate and relevant concerns of students‖ (Katula & Threnhauser, 1999, p. 239).
Forensics is seen as a more vibrant and engaging outgrowth of the classroom. Servicelearning can be seen as a natural extension of forensics. Forensics has often been
described as the laboratory for communication studies where students take the
theoretical ideas learned in public speaking, debate, rhetoric, persuasion and a variety of
other classes and implement them in a competitive public speaking situation. In essence,
forensics takes theory and applies it but in a somewhat artificial setting (a competitive
environment). Service-learning in the form of on-campus presentations and debate
forums takes the applied skills of forensics and puts it back in a public forum and a real
setting while providing a meaningful community service based in communication
pedagogy, that teaches civic responsibility and participation while strengthening the
campus community. This type of service-learning project benefits three distinct
audiences: the student body, forensics competitors, and the forensics program.
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Benefits to the Student Body
The student body that watches the audience debate forums and showcases benefit
in a variety of ways. One of the ways they benefit that we may not fully appreciate is by
making them more aware of social issues, politics, and current events. People involved
in forensics are routinely surrounded by students with a higher awareness of current
events and civic issues. It is easy to lose sight of the fact that most of our classroom
students know very little about politics, the economy, national or international affairs.
To put this in perspective, last semester I took pictures of six world leaders (US Vice
President Joe Biden, Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper, Mexico President Felipe
Calderón, then Britian Prime Minister Gordon Brown, Secretary of State Hillary
Rodham Clinton, France President Nicolas Sarkozy) to my Honors Public Discourse
class and asked the students to identify the people in the pictures. Out of a class of 20
students who were all in the Honors Program (which means they scored at least a 27 on
the ACT) I had one student who was able to identify three of the six people pictured.
Four members of the class could not identify anyone in the pictures. Of the 16 students
who could identify people pictured 10 could not identify US Vice President Joe Biden
(but they were able to identify Hillary Rodham Clinton). As a follow-up to this activity,
the next class I took pictures of six more political figures but this time they were pictures
of the governor of the state, our senators, a picture of Tina Fey dressed as Sarah Palin,
one of our state representatives, and the president of the university. Again students were
asked to name the people in the pictures and again the results were depressing. Most of
the class immediately recognized Sarah Palin (or should I say they misidentified Tina
Fey as Sarah Palin) but after a minute or so of looking at the pictures most of the
students in the class had decided that the person in the picture was Tina Fey and not
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really Sarah Palin. But not all the students agreed. Two or three students were able to
identify our university president and two students were able to identify the governor of
the state. When asked if the governor of the state was a Republican or a Democrat I got
a fairly even split and eventually two students insisted they actually knew his political
affiliation, the rest of the class admitted they were guessing.
Our extempers and Parlimentary Debaters were able to identify all or nearly all
of the political officials and none were fooled by Tina Fey‘s portrayal of Sarah Palin.
That is not surprising. More surprising to me was that forensics students who primarily
did oral interpretation events were able to identify four of the world leaders and three of
the state leaders and most were fairly certain about our governor‘s political affiliation
(and they were correct). Clearly forensic students have a better grasp of political issues
than our general student body. I realize the sample size was small and the data were not
scientifically obtained but it identifies a significant shortcoming in our students.
Because our ADF‘s are student run, they show college students that their peers
have an understanding of social and political issues and can discuss those intelligibly in
an open forum. That kind of modeling of social awareness reminds students they should
be cognizant of social and political issues and that some of their peers are aware.
Beyond that, the audience debate forums are designed to encourage students to
participate in the debates and discussions following the initial presentations. The ability
to participate in open discourse about civic issues is important to fostering civic
involvement. Klofstad (2010) reported findings from her study which concluded
―individuals who discuss politics and current events with their peers also participate
more actively in civil society‖ (p. 2353). She goes on to report that ―civic talk can have a
causal influence on how citizens participate in the processes of self governance‖
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(Klofstad, 2010, p. 2365) and participation in civic activities. Her findings indicated that
engaging in public discourse at events such as the Audience Debate Forums can increase
civic participation by as much as 38%.
At the audience debate forums our students also model argumentation skills, they
show other students how research can be synthesized into cogent arguments, audience
members get a chance to participate in public civil discourse. Student in the audience see
effective public speaking skills modeled. The audience sees a student prepare an
impromptu speech in less than two minutes. They even get to see how a good speaker
and the exploration of literature can help them better understand the human condition
and the power of the narrative form.
Benefits to Forensic Students
Forensics students also benefit competitively from these performances. Hinck
and Hinck (1998) explain that ―service-learning activities push students out of their
comfort zones‖ (p. 7). Forensic students become very comfortable speaking in front of a
small group of people. Most rounds of competition have between one and five people in
the audience, even final rounds at most tournaments don‘t have more than 15 people in
the audience. However, national tournaments and national caliber tournaments are a
different environment. Audiences can grow to well over 100 at large seasonal
tournaments or national tournaments. Rarely do our students have the opportunity to
practice performing in front of a crowd that large or even in the room that large. With
our Forensic Showcase drawing 300 to 400 students and being held in a room that seats
1,000, our forensics students learn a lot about the impact of the audience and the
environment on their presentations. They find they must adapt in ways that they hadn't
considered.
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Deanna Sellnow reminds us that ―Audience analysis is another communication
concept which forensics programs may foster by moving beyond the formal classroom
setting‖ (1994, p. 4). Our public speakers and oral interpretation performers find there is
the extra pressure of engaging and connecting to a large, non-forensics audience who
tends to be less responsive than the audiences they are used to having. Limited prep
students and debaters find that they are trying to sway the opinion of an audience that is
more accustom to ethos or pathos than logos in their decision-making process. Our
public speakers find that it is more difficult to truly engage an audience of 200 or 300
than it is to engage an audience of two or three.
We also find that performances in a larger room with more people simply take
more time. A prose that never runs more than nine and a half minutes suddenly shoots
up to 11 minutes. A nine minute informative speech somehow goes 10:30. To the
student the pacing seems the same, but the stopwatch doesn't lie. A review of the
videotape following the performances shows subtle differences. The emoting of an
emotion might take two or three seconds longer than some of the pauses took before.
Speaking louder, projecting, and engaging students in the back of the room (as well as
the sides and the front row) adds a second or two here and there throughout the entire
speech causing it to run long. These are things we talk about with students before
national tournaments but it doesn't have as much impact as when they experience it
firsthand. They benefit from having that experience on our home campus while there is
still time to develop strategies to adjust to those factors instead of realizing them after a
national semi-final round.
Benefits to the Forensics Program
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Many of the benefits of service-learning to forensics program are probably
obvious. ―Service-learning activities can bring much favorable publicity to a program‖
(Hinck & Hinck, 1998, p. 11). Miami University regularly travels a combined speech
and debate program of 25 to 30 participants. If we divide our budget by the 30 students
we ―serve‖ it appears to be a significant investment on the part of the university that
benefits very few students. However, when we divide our budget by the twelve hundred
plus students and team members who benefit from the totality of our program (our
competitive team, our ADFs, and our forensic showcases) it is clear that the university is
receiving a great deal for the money they are giving us. These forums also help to
develop closer connections between our department, the university and the forensics
program and that is something ‗administrators are willing to reward since such projects
enhance a university‘s image in the community‖ (Hinck & Hinck, 1998, p. 10).
Engaging in experiential-learning, service-learning, and public performances
also helps to keep us true to the mission of forensics: to create the citizen orator as
Quintilian envisioned the citizen orator (the good person speaking well). Burnett, Brand,
and Meister (2001) argue ―the educational value of forensics has been supplanted by the
desire to win‖ (p. 106). While we would disagree with this position and contend that
competition is the assessment tool by which we measure the effectiveness of the
educational experience our students receive, we also acknowledge that competition can,
and has, lead to unethical behavior. Burnett, Brand, and Meister (2001) also remind us
that ―we have ‗nested‘ our educational laboratory in a competitive setting‖ (p. 107) and
warn us that while competition can bring out the best in performances it can also lead to
ethical violations especially when competition is seen as the end and not the means.
Public forums, such as the audience debate forums and showcases we offer to our
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student body, have no real competitive component to them. They are for educational
purposes alone. While there is a ballot and someone ―wins‖ that is more to help the
audience understand what makes one performance or argument better than another. Our
students place little stock in the results (especially since we know the ADS usually wins
the Forensics Showcase and the conservative position usually wins the ADFs). While
competition is not important in the activities, learning is very important. We talked to
our forensics students about adapting to a new audience, a new physical environment,
how nonverbal communication changes with the size of an audience, how your rate of
speech is influenced by an audience the size, and how a larger audience must be given
time and opportunity to react to humor or they will not react to it at all. This is the
substance of the learning that takes place for forensics students through our servicelearning projects. That learning may subsequently help us in competition, but it is not
the driving force behind our service-learning projects.
Implementation of an ADF
Hopefully by this point we have made a strong enough argument that you see the
benefits of a service-learning project such as our ADF and/or forensic showcases. What
follows is advice that we would offer to get the most out of this type of on-campus
service-learning project and some of the formats we have used.
Logistics and Pragmatics
Because of the way our basic communication course is structured, and to
maintain continuity across sections while still allowing for individualized instructional
preferences, our department certain requirements that must be met in all sections. This
brings continuity while allowing autonomy. One of the universal requirements is that
students attend two on-campus qualifying public performances which include 1) the
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Audience Debate Forums, 2) the Forensic Showcase, or 3) the Basic Course Showcase.
In fairness to students and their time, we keep each of these public performances to one
hour.
For each of the ADFs and for the Forensic Showcase we print a simple ballot
with the forensics students‘ names and topics/positions/events on them. For the ADFs
we ask the audience to circle the team/side they believe won the debate and list a couple
of reasons or arguments that most influenced their decision. For the Forensics Showcase
we just ask students to circle their favorite (here is a hint, it is usually the ADS). The
ballots also have a blank for the student‘s name, their instructor‘s name and the section
number so that ballots can be quickly sorted and returned to instructors (for those who
require it or give extra credit for it). We stop handing out ballots shortly after the first
speaker begins and we only allow each student to hand in one ballot as they leave (they
cannot hand in a ballot for a friend who may or may not have attended). Before we leave
we determine the winner and sort the ballots by instructor and they are in faculty
mailboxes in the morning.
Audience Debate Forum Formats
While the style of debate presented in our ADFs to the student audience varies,
the underlying breakdown of the ADF consists of two simple sections: team member
presentations and student audience discussions. The first part of the ADF consists of
members of the forensics team presenting arguments for and against a previously
selected topic. This presentation allows for an educated start to the basic concepts of the
issue being debated and helps guide the second part of the ADF, the student audience
discussion. The student audience discussion receives the largest allocation of time
during the ADF. The student discussion section allows for individual students to present
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their ideas and thoughts on the topic being debated. Through the student discussion
section we are best able to see the service-learning aspect of ADFs come to fruition.
When planning the ADFs, multiple aspects are considered to maximize our
student audience‘s learning and participation. The three biggest areas of concern for
running an effective ADF are: topic selection, format, and student audience preparation.
These three areas are important for a successful ADF that engages both the members of
the forensics team presenting the arguments and students participating in the opendiscussion section of the ADF.
Topoi
Topic selection can be a very complicated issue for the ADF. Finding a good
topic is generally our most important factor in developing an effective ADF. Because of
this, we take several factors into account when choosing a topic for the ADF. First, the
topic will almost always focus on a current event issue in the media, something for
which the students probably already have some information. Second, we try to find a
topic that has some direct affect on the student body. This can be complicated and the
forensics students presenting the arguments need to explicitly show the links to how
Miami University students could be affected. Third, we try to find a topic that has some
local zest. If we can link the topic to a local event or issue on campus we usually are
assured of a greater student attendance at the ADF and that students will be more likely
to voice an opinion on the issue. These factors, however, do not guarantee a solid and
participatory ADF. The last part of topic selection focuses on how we can get a
separation of views so we have student audience comments both for and against the
issue. Knowing the basic makeup of the student body can make topic selection much
easier. For example, Miami University has a strong politically conservative presence on
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campus as well as a strong Greek life. We use information like this when creating the
topic resolution. By crafting the resolution to focus toward a prominent group on
campus we can usually increase student audience discussion. We must be sure however
that the topic resolution does not appear to be ―attacking‖ any group. Topic resolutions
that are too biased in either direction have led to student discussions in which namecalling between groups occurs. Here are some of our sample resolutions we either used
for recent ADFs (the Tea Party resolutions were used in different semesters).
1. The political legitimacy of the Tea Party makes its use of violent rhetoric
inappropriate.
2. Miami University should change their Fall scheduling to afford more travel
time over Thanksgiving weekend. {This was used when the university was
talking about getting rid of fall break and what they should do with those days
instead.}
3. The local police department PD should not use the Miami University bus
system as a tool to catch students for underage consumption. {This was used
when the local PD were riding the buses to cite students leaving the bars.}
4. This house believes the Tea Party Movement is good for American politics.
5. Miami University needs to enforce stronger guidelines on Greek Life. [This
was used after multiple Greek organizations did significant damage to multiple
off-campus banquet facilities including one of historical importance and brought
negative national publicity to the university .
Audience Debate Forum Formats
The ADFs typically follows a simple format. We start with a brief introduction
from the emcee of the event informing the student audience how the ADF will run, how
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to get credit from for being there, and then telling them what will be expected of them
during the time period. After the introduction the forensics students debate begins with
some constructive arguments both for and against the topic to allow for ideas to begin
shaping the student debate section. The floor is then opened for comments from the
audience. We try to rotate comments between pro and con to make sure that there is a
constant discussion. After the open student audience debate we bring the ADF back to
the forensics students for closing arguments. After the closing arguments students are
given ballots and instructed to vote for the side they felt ―won‖ the debate based on the
arguments made in the debate, not based on what they believed coming into the debate.
They are also asked to write down the two or three arguments or comments that most
influenced their decision. These are the basic parts to the ADF. The forensics student
portion varies with what we choose to demonstrate for the student audience (building
arguments, refuting arguments, identifying fallacies, source credibility, delivery, etc.).
The formats of the forensic student debate section typical follow a very basic
debate style. We generally use one of three formats which are outlined below. Ideally,
we have two debaters for each side of the argument, one to provide the constructive
argument and the other to provide the rebuttal argument. In their ―teams‖ the students
are responsible for doing the research to provide a well-rounded and educated debate.
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2 x 2 Normal ADF

2 x 2 “Parli” ADF

1 x 1 Normal ADF

Format

Format

Format

Opening Introduction

Intro/Topic Release

Opening Introduction

5 Mins

5 Mins

5 Mins

Pro Constructive

Audience Debate

Pro Constructive

7 Mins

10 Mins

7 Mins

Con Constructive

Pro Constructive

Con Constructive

7 Mins

7 Mins

7 Mins

Audience Debate

Con Constructive

Audience Debate

10 Mins

7 Mins

15 Mins

Con Rebuttal

Audience Reflection

Con Rebuttal

5 Mins

5 Mins

5 Mins

Pro Rebuttal

Con Rebuttal

Pro Rebuttal

5 Mins

5 Mins

5 Mins

Audience Reflection

Pro Rebuttal

Thank you/Voting

5 Mins

5 Mins

5 Mins

Thank you/Voting

Thank you/Voting

5 Mins

5 Mins
We do not expect rigorous research but we do expect both teams to have a good

sense of the issues surrounding the topic. At the ADF the debaters present in tournament
attire and conduct themselves as if the ADF was a judged debate. One debater from the
affirming team will take the first speech which is outlined beforehand. The other team
will then be responsible for creating a negative constructive speech addressing issues
brought up by the affirmative team as well as their own independent argumentation.
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Then we break for audience participation and end with both teams presenting a rebuttal
speech based on both the information gathered from the other team as well as comments
brought forth by the audience.
When presenting the information for each side of the topic the teams present a
persuasive case without using a litany of debate jargon. While we are trying to show the
students attending the ADF what the Debate Team does, we are not focused on the
debating it is more about the argumentation. So our students don‘t run kritiks. Rather
than saying something is a T-argument we say that the argument isn‘t pertinent to the
debate (and we try to make sure we are always staying on topic). In general we avoid
debate jargon so that we can better engage the audience. We find that most audiences are
not interested in debates about debating but would much rather the debaters focused on
the issue at hand (which we have also found to be true of lay judges).
Although we try to use two teams of two debaters this has not always been the case.
Sometimes the logistics of the ADF and the availability of our students (who are often
involved in several organizations on campus) force us into using a limited number of
debaters. We have run a few ADFs using a single debater on each side of the topic (more
of a Lincoln-Douglas format). While this adds more responsibility to each debater we
allow the rest of the forensics team to help with research so a lone debater does not get
bogged down in research.
Most recently we have decided to run the ADFs as more of a Parliamentary style
debate. We released the topic to the debaters after the audience had been given their
instructions and then used a truncated amount of time for the audience to give
suggestions as to how they would construct the debate, then allowed the debate team to
give their constructive, followed by a brief audience discussion, and then ending with
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the debate team‘s rebuttal speeches. All of these format modifications have led to
educational ADF‘s that the student body has enjoyed.

Forensic Showcase Formats
The forensics showcases have always been the most popular of the on-campus
performances students can attend. This could be because it is one of the last two
opportunities student shave to attend the public performances or it could be because it
most closely resembles the kind of public speaking activities that are done in the basic
course or it might be because some instructors have been known to tell students that it is
the most enjoyable of the presentations. Whatever the reason, the forensic showcase
routinely draws and audience of 300 or more. The format for the showcase is fairly
simple with a few variations.
2 min

Coach Welcome and

2 min

Coach Welcome and

Introduction

Introduction

10 min Public Speaking Event

2-3 min Audience picking Extemp

1 min

Question

Transition and Introduction

10 min Oral Interpretation Event

10 min

Public Speaking Event

1 min

Transition and Introduction

1 min

Transition and Introduction

9 min

Impromptu (topic selection &

10 min

Oral Interpretation Event

1 min

Transition and Introduction

10 min

Oral Interpretation Event

10 min Oral Interpretation Event

1 min

Transition and Introduction

1 min

7 min

Extemporaneous Speech

spkg)
1 min

Transition and Introduction

Transition and Introduction
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10 min Public Speaking Event

1 min

Transition and Introduction

(usually ADS)

10 min

Public Speaking Event

2-3 min Thank you and ballot

(usually ADS)

collection

2-3 min Thank you and ballot
collection

As a rule of thumb we try to offer two public speaking performances, two oral
interpretation performances and one limited preparation event and we break them up
when possible. We have been surprised at how many of our basic course students enjoy
Communication Analysis/Rhetorical Criticism and oral interp performances but it is
important that the students understand what the event is going into it. With just a brief
introduction and overview of what the event is (and letting them know it is okay to
laugh) they seem to get much more out of it.
With the ADFs, we need to prepare the audiences, with the Forensic Showcase
we find we need to prepare our students. We remind our ADS students that jokes about
extempers will not go over and they change those to jokes about something currently
happening on campus, a campus idiosyncrasy or legend or our general education
requirements. These link better to the immediate audience and are usually well received.
We select our oral interp events carefully as well. We have a fairly conservative campus
so we try to pick literature that is edgy without being offensive to a conservative crowd.
With the extemporaneous and impromptu speeches basic course students
sometimes don‘t believe that our students just received the question or quotation. You
must remember, to the average student being able to write a researched seven minute
speech that is delivered fluently or being able to develop a well organized five minute
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speech in under two minutes is akin to magic. So we let the audience develop the
prompts while the forensics students are out of the room. If we are having someone do
extemp we start by asking them to identify a current political or economic issue
(sometimes non-performing forensics students are ―starters‖ for this discussion but that
too can be dangerous). Then we pick one prompt that the audience likes and develop a
question (if that goes quickly we might give the student a choice of two questions). For
impromptu we do a similar thing but we might suggest students offer song lyrics or their
favorite cartoon character line or advertising slogan as the quotation. Then the speaker is
given the prompt and start preparing. Extempers leave the room to prepare while we go
through three performances. Impromptu speakers prepare in front of the audience.
Benefits
Perhaps the most important aspect of ensuring strong student participation in the
Audience Debate Forum is preparing the student audience. As discussed earlier most
college students have little awareness of current events or social issues. The week of the
ADF, after we have selected a topic, we send an email to all the teachers whose classes
attend the ADF. This email contains the resolution being discussed as well as some links
to stories profiling the topic. The teachers are then asked to pass those links along to
their students and take a few minutes in their class before the ADF to discuss the topic
with their students in a small classroom setting. This helps the students gain a sense of
familiarity with the topic so when the ADF begins; they already have a base of
information about the topic and have thought through their opinions and positions. We
have found this approach greatly increases the student audience participation and
sharing of ideas. Also, while not required, most teachers will have a follow up
discussion with their classes as to how the ADF went and what the students thought
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were the strongest arguments. Usually, if some of the comments stand out to the teacher,
good or bad, they will let the forensics team know and we use these comments to
enhance the student‘s experience at future ADFs.
Engaging the Audience
The ADFs require audience participation to be a truly effective service-learning
experience. But sometimes we find that students are too timid to stand and voice their
opinions in a large group (at least initially) and we do not have a lot of time to waste on
dead air. To help combat this sense of shyness we often plant ―starters‖ in the crowd.
These are students from the forensics team that have some basic knowledge about the
topic and know how to make a reasoned argument. These students will, if necessary, get
the audience discussion started if the other students are reticent to engage in open
discussion at the onset. These ―starters‖ are also used to direct discussion back to the
topic if the student discussion begins to shift into another topic. These ―starter‖ students
however, should be reminded that they should not control or dominate the audience
discussion. We are trying to encourage the open flow of ideas from the audience and a
―starter‖ who tries to control the room can actually hinder such discussion. ―Starter‖
students are invaluable when discussion starts slow or starts to get away from the
original topic as they allow the discussion to be refocused without the emcee having to
step in and take control.
Reflection
Because we live busy lives it is easy to finish an on-campus public performance
like an ADF or a showcase, close the doors on it and move on to the next task to be
tackled. But that denies everyone involved what is perhaps the most important aspect of
service-leaning: Reflection (Dubinsky, 2006; Gibson, Kostecki & Lucas, 2001; Hinck &
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Hinck, 1998; McEachern, 2006). McEachern (2006) claims, ―Reflection is, by
definition, a critical part of any service-learning class; without it, the course merely has a
community service component‖ (p. 312) and goes on to add that reflection plays ―an
important role in making the experience meaningful‖ (p. 312). Dubinsky (2006) goes so
far as to state that ―Service-learning pedagogy rests on a stool of three legs: service,
learning, and reflection‖ (p. 306).
For on-campus service-learning projects like Audience Debate Forums and
Forensics Showcases, there are three separate groups that require reflection: Basic
course students, forensics students and forensics coaches. Because each of these groups
learn something different from the experience it best if these reflections occur
separately. We encourage basic course instructors to spend a few minutes at the
beginning of the next class talking with their students about what they thought of what
they saw. We let the instructors know who won the debate or showcase and if there were
any themes in the reasons students gave on ballots. The instructors often talk to students
about what was most appealing about the arguments that swayed them. They will talk
about the use of ethos, pathos and logos or transitional movements or even just basic
organization issues. Five minutes of helping students realize what the saw and what
swayed them can be very enlightening for the entire group.
Forensics students also benefit from the experience but often do not realize what
they experienced until you orally process the experience with them. In our regular
weekly meetings following an ADF or Forensics Showcase we add a ―what did we
learn‖ section to our agenda (something we also do with national caliber tournaments
and nationals). We discuss, as a group, how the room, size of the audience, audience
reaction and other factors influenced the performances and what that means for us in
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terms of adaptation at the next national tournament. This period of reflection takes the
performances from being just another performance to a teachable moment. Our debaters
realized that logic, while a favorite among debate coaches, is not always the strongest
motivator for a lay audience and that it is the combination of pathos and logos that
seems to get the lay audience‘s vote. Since Parliamentary Debate encourages lay
audiences, that is information that is very helpful because those are also the kinds of
observations that lay judges are not always self-aware enough to write on ballots.
After Thoughts
The idea of the public forum, town hall meeting, civic-minded organization
discussion, even city council meetings are all played out as forums for public discourse,
deliberation and debate. Our Audience Debate Forums allow for exactly that; public
discourse, deliberation and debate about social issues relevant to the audience with
speakers from a peer group. While we could easily have sent students to a local city
council meeting and ask them to participate, that kind of experiential learning would
have been forced and consequently fake. Student-led, student-oriented discussion of
relevant social issues provides an authentic experience for public discourse and provides
a service to the university community by bringing both sides of these issues to light.
As we teach students in class about research and ―ways of knowing‖ too often
we focus on newspapers, magazines, and websites that provide us sources comprised
primarily of statistics and examples and random dates and names. Most of our students
have never experienced literature as a ―way of knowing‖ or a form of evidence in an
argument. These unique on-campus performances, with proper preparation and
reflection, can provide an experience for students on and off our teams to become better,
more well-rounded citizen orators.
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Engaging Forensic Students in Service-learning and Reflection:
Integrating Academic Work and Community Service

Lee R. Wigert
Hastings College

Abstract
The current study examined the influence of service learning on academic performance,
civic responsibility, connecting academics to the real world, and on motivation. It was
determined that guided reflection on the service learning experience was the key factor
in change. Participants taking a Health Psychology class and a Field Work Practicum
class were required to participate in a service learning opportunity. The Health
Psychology students had to perform a minimum of ten hours of service learning, while
the Field Work students had to perform a minimum of 120 hours of service learning.
Findings indicated that the more hours spent in service learning, 1) the greater was the
enhancement of intellectual skills and academic performance, 2) there was an increased
commitment to civic responsibility, and 3) motivation moved from extrinsic to intrinsic.
Thus, the more hours spent in service learning, the greater was academic and personal
growth. The benefits of service learning are especially relevant to forensic teams.
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Engaging Forensic Students in Service-learning and Reflection:
Integrating Academic Work and Community Service

The need to establish connections between service-learning and forensic
programs has been raised by Hinck and Hinck (1998). Their concern was to strengthen
educational experiences and goals by involving forensic students in community service
projects. An important challenge to directors of forensic programs was to develop a new
paradigm of service to the community. Hinck and Hinck proposed that forensic directors
―establish the connections between service-learning and forensic programs in hope that
forensic directors can utilize service-learning activities as a way to advance the
education of students, meet department and university goals in innovative ways, and
enhance the image of the forensics program, department, and university within the
community‖ (p. 1). Service-learning is more than volunteerism: it is a directed program
of civic involvement connected with academic learning through structured reflection.
Directors of forensic programs have responded to the challenge of Hinck and
Hinck (1998) to utilize service learning in motivating forensic students to be active
citizens in a democratic community, to promote educational growth on the part of the
student, to engage students in reflective learning, and to enhance professional and
personal roles and rewards for forensic directors (Howard, 2001).
Since the late 1990s, service-learning has spread like wildfire across the
academic community. Service-learning has been integrated with educational objectives
to enhance the academic learning in the classroom, to make connections between the
classroom and the real world, to promote intellectual and personal growth, and to teach
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students the need for and value of civic service and community responsibility
(Chesbrough, 2010).
The National Service-learning Clearinghouse (2011) defines service-learning as
―a teaching and learning strategy that integrates meaningful community service with
instruction and reflection to enrich the learning experience, teach civic responsibility,
and strengthen communities‖ (p. 1). A more specific definition of service-learning is a
―course-based, credit-bearing educational experience in which students (a) participate in
an organized service activity that meets identified community needs and (b) reflect on
the service activity in such a way as to gain further understanding of course content, a
broader appreciation of the discipline, and an enhanced sense of personal values and
civic responsibility‖ (Bringle, Hatcher, & McIntosh, 2006, p. 1).
Individual reflection is what separates service-learning from other volunteer
work. Following Socrates‘ belief that an unexamined life is not worth living, servicelearning requires guided personal reflection on the experience of helping others (Ash &
Clayton, 2004). It is this reflection that provides the vital learning when one provides
service to others (Eyler, 2001). Service-learning requires intentional reflection to
enhance the learning experience (Hatcher & Bringle, 1997), strengthen the relationship
between service and commitment (Chesbrough, 2010), stimulate academic curiosity and
foster personal growth (Hinck & Brandell, 1999).
Ash and Clayton (2004; 2009) have argued for the importance of rigorous,
structured reflection. They found that a rigorous reflection framework has three phases:
(1) Description (objectively) of an experience, (2) Analysis in accordance with relevant
categories of learning, and (3) Articulation of learning outcomes. Further, meaningful
structured reflection should allow the student to ―integrate the understanding gained
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into one‘s experience in order to enable better choices in the future as well as enhance
one‘s overall effectiveness‖ (Rogers, 2001, p. 41). Kiser (1998) proposed that areas of
effectiveness can be organized in three categories: academic, personal, and civic.
Structured reflection is a vital pedagogical skill for forensic students (Althaus,
1997; Ash & Clayton, 2004). Service-learning and reflection needs to be incorporated
into forensic activities: ―Service-learning activities can challenge students to develop
new understanding of self, community, and the value of their disciplinary knowledge
since such activities call on students to apply their knowledge of speech communication
in real world contexts‖ (Hinck & Hinck, 1998). Critical reflection generates learning,
deepens learning and documents learning (Ash & Clayton). This process does not occur
automatically; rather, is must be designed. Covey (1989) argues that any process must
begin with the end in mind. This is true of critical reflection.
Service-learning benefits the student—forensic, as well as others—by changing
the focus from extrinsic to intrinsic motivation (Crews, 1999), connecting relevancy of
academics to the real world (Hatcher & Bringle, 1997), expanding the learning
environment (Bringle & Hatcher, 1999), engaging students in purposeful learning
(Howard, 2001), increasing retention of academic skills (Eyler, 2001), and by helping to
foster civic responsibility (Degelman, 2000; Rhoads, 1997).
Service-learning helps forensic students engage in the problems, issues and
opportunities of life in a meaningful way. It provides a means by which one can
discover one‘s passion, articulate positions, and argue for best practices. In doing so, the
forensic student can find meaning, purpose, value, and fulfillment while strengthening
the community and serving others. Service-learning is a partnership between the
academic community and public agencies, non-profits and community based
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organizations (Guest & Schneider, 2003). This partnership is more effectively created
and carried out when the forensic coach is a ―seasoned practitioner with experience in
both community and academic matters‖ (Sigmon, 1996, p. 37).
The primary pedagogical components regarding the benefits of service-learning
forensic educators should focus on include: training to the specific experience (Howard,
2001), the experience itself (Eyler, 2001), and opportunities for critical reflection during
and/or following the experience (Ash & Clayton, 2004; Bringle, & Hatcher, 1999).
Clayton (2009) notes essential elements of the pedagogy include integration of learning
and service goals, academic learning goals supplemented by specific civic learning
goals, an organized, structured process, reciprocity between the students and the
community, and structured reflection.
Overview of the Current Study
Service-learning, done well, can enhance academic learning and have significant
impact on the community. Service-learning courses should adhere to the same
academic standards of quality as traditional courses. Faculty members need to guide the
work in the community and the reflection process, so that the work students perform is
needed, effective, and increases the learning of the course content. Although the current
study used psychology students, it is highly relevant to forensic students. Social
psychology is the scientific study of how people think about, relate to, and influence one
another (Myers, 2010). The research findings in psychology are inherently important to
forensic students. Debaters certainly are involved in thinking about, relating to, and
influencing others.
The purpose of the current study was to better understand the learning outcomes
facilitated by a service-learning requirement in college classes. This was designed as a
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classroom project that in the future could be modified and used by forensics coaches to
fit the needs of their teams. The primary focus was to determine whether a welldesigned service-learning requirement would result in positive effects for the students.
The primary focus was on critical thinking as it is a key characteristic of critical
reflection (Ash and Clayton, 2009).
Hypotheses
Requiring a service-learning component in an academic class will result in
positive outcomes for the student in terms of academic learning, personal growth,
increased motivation and a greater commitment to civic responsibility. Previous research
has also found that guided reflection is the critical component in connecting academic
learning with service-learning.
Hypothesis 1. Service-learning will help students apply academic concepts to the
real world.
Hypothesis 2. Structured, guided reflection will help students to examine their
experiences critically and articulate specific learning outcomes.
Hypothesis 3. Reflection on the service project will enhance the quality of their
academic learning, and of their service.
Hypothesis 4. Students will self-report an increased commitment to civic
responsibility as a result of service-learning.
Hypothesis 5. Students will gain a broader appreciation of the discipline,
resulting in motivation changing from extrinsic to intrinsic.
Hypothesis 6. The greater number of hours spent in service-learning will
correlate with increased academic learning.
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Method
Participants
The study consisted of 17 male and 13 female undergraduate taking a
psychology class at a small liberal arts school. Twenty-three of the participants were
enrolled in Health Psychology; seven were taking Field Work Practicum. The average
age of the participants was 20.9 years-of-age (SD=1.10). Within the sample, 80% of the
participants were European American/White, 10% were African American/Black and
10% were Hispanic or Latino.
Procedure
All 23 participants in the Health Psychology class were required to do a
minimum of 10 hours of service-learning, while the seven Field Work Practicum
participants had to put in a total of 120 hours of service-learning. The participants were
required to write a total of 60 pages of reflective writing on the service-learning project.
This included weekly reaction and reflection papers on the assigned chapter, a wellness
journal, and a reflection paper on their service-learning experience. All students were
required to reflect on how the service experience related to their academic coursework.
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Health Psychology Placements
The Health Psychology students were to select a placement from a list of
approved service-learning opportunities. The service-learning placement opportunities
were pre-arranged by the instructor to coordinate with class material and subject matter.
One of the weekly assignments in the Health Psychology class was to keep a wellness
journal. Topics included physical, emotional, social, spiritual, occupational,
environmental, intellectual and relational wellness.
The primary service-learning placement was the ―Neighborhood After School
Program‖ at Grace United Methodist Church in Hastings, Nebraska. The professor
secured a grant for the project through the Center for Vocation, Faith and Service to
provide a lap top computer, educational materials, recreational materials, and resources
for the program.
Those participants who worked on this project developed curriculum and staffed
the Neighborhood After School Program. The after school program included treats,
open gym time in the Family Life Center to play basketball, volleyball, and structured
recreational games, board games and other activities. The lessons were prepared and
presented by the students. Lessons included subjects on health, wellness, relationships,
getting along with parents, exercise, diet, and spiritual growth. Four students from the
Health Psychology class spent over 30 hours each working with the after school
program.
Other service-learning placements for the participants in the Health Psychology
class included volunteering as coaches for youth programs (physical wellness); the
youth program at an Evangelical Free church (spiritual, social and relational wellness);
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support staff at Perkins Pavilion (skilled nursing facility) of Good Samaritan Village (a
full service retirement home); the Kids Against Hunger program sponsored by the local
Noon Kiwanis Club (nutritional wellness); and the Big Brothers/Big Sisters program
(physical, emotional, social, intellectual, and relational wellness).
Field Work Placements
The seven students in the Field Work class worked in the following placements:
one with a neurologist at her office, with hospital privileges; the second with a Speech
Pathologist in private practice; the third with a School Psychologist in the Hastings
Public Schools; the fourth with a chiropractor; the fifth and sixth at The Bridge, a
residential living facility for women recovering from alcohol and drug addictions; and
the seventh student was placed at the Crossroads Rescue Mission.
Journals
All of the participants in the Health Psychology and Field Work Practicum
classes were required to write a weekly journal on their service-learning experiences,
and write guided reflection essays on the meaning of their volunteer work, and how it
connected to their academic learning. Each participant was expected to relate the
service-learning experience to specific ideas, principles or concepts in the text book or
lecture notes.
Assessment and Content Analysis
The DEAL Model for Critical Reflection (Ash & Clayton, 2004, 2009) was
employed to assess the guided reflection pieces and learning outcomes. This model of
assessment was designed for summative purposes and was used to measure and
document outcomes. Additionally, the assessment was utilized for formative purposes
throughout the semester to improve the guided reflections and to help students make
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better connections between service and academic learning. Ash and Clayton report that
formative assessment is key in designing both teaching and learning. Formative
assessment aids in checking the reflection process against the learning outcomes
generated. The DEAL model of content analysis and assessment consisted of the
following three sequential steps:
1. Description of experiences in an objective and detailed manner.
2. Examination of those experiences in light of specific learning goals and
objectives.
3. Articulation of Learning, including goals for future action that can be taken
forward into the next experience for improved practice and further
refinement of learning.
Ash and Clayton (2009) describe in detail how prompts for learning goals can be
utilized to enhance student learning. They have designed a comprehensive system using
Bloom‘s Taxonomy for vary levels of evaluation.
Results
All students benefited by participating in the service-learning requirement. For
the most part, the intensity of the learning was directly related to the depth of the guided
reflection. Content analysis showed the participants who contributed more hours to their
service-learning placement, and wrote more in-depth reflections on their experiences,
gained more from the service-learning requirement. This is consistent with Exley‘s
(1998) findings showing the more quality hours spent in service-learning and reflection,
the greater the growth from the experience.
Hypothesis 1 predicted that service-learning would help students apply academic
concepts to the real world. Content analysis and self-report showed that the service96

learning experience helped each student apply academic concepts to the real world. A
student working at the Crossroads rescue mission wrote: ―I am very pleased with my
placement at the city mission and plan to volunteer there throughout the rest of my time
in college. I am currently leading a women‘s group that the program director has made
mandatory for all of the women living at the shelter. I will use my experiences at the city
mission to navigate through the literature that explores female homelessness and
propose an area of further research.‖
Hypothesis 2 predicted that guided reflection would help students to examine
their experiences critically and articulate specific learning outcomes. Each student
reported that guided reflection helped them to examine their service-learning more
critically. Content analysis revealed that guided reflection helped students examine their
experiences critically, and articulate specific outcomes. One of the more noticeable
outcomes from the service-learning requirement for the Health Psychology class was the
depth and breadth of the reflections in the wellness journals, diaries, and weekly papers.
Content analysis revealed the students in the Spring 2011 Health Psychology class (as
compared to the Fall 2010 class in which there was no service-learning component)
wrote more insightful papers, engaged in more specific reflections on the academic
papers, and made more meaningful connections between their academic work and career
goals. Obviously, they learned more about civic responsibility and community service.
The service-learning experience for the seven field work students enabled them
to pursue their passions and to articulate more specifically their professional goals.
After working with professionals in their fields of interest, all seven of the students
decided on their professional careers and goals.
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The guided reflection particularly helped the student working with the
neurologist. She was especially able to examine her experiences critically, as well as
articulate specific learning outcomes. She reflected in her journal: ―My time spent with
the neurologist completely changed my academic focus. I was just taking classes,
hoping to enter some type of health profession after graduation. My service-learning
experience was awesome. I had an epiphany. Lights turned on in my head. A specific
purpose came to mind. Now, my academic learning is geared towards becoming a
neurologist. As I read the text, I do so with the practical world and real life experiences
in mind. Now I study to prepare for the specific work I want to do. I am so looking
forward to next summer and doing a service-learning project in a neurological lab. My
life and career focus has dramatically changed.‖
The real-world experiences for this student provided a new, enlightened
perspective on the importance of academic work. All six hypotheses were supported in
this student‘s experience with service-learning.
Service-learning for forensic students will strengthen educational experiences
and goals by involving them in community service projects. Service-learning activities
challenge students to develop a new understanding of self, community, and the value of
their disciplinary knowledge. Service-learning activities and reflection call on students
to apply their knowledge of speech communication in real world contexts (Hinck &
Hinck, 1998).
Hypothesis 3 predicted that reflection on the service project would enhance the
quality of their learning, and their service. A content evaluation of the journals, as well
as self-reports, and class grades supported the prediction. Ash and Clayton (2009) report
that critical reflection oriented toward well-articulated learning outcomes is key to
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generating, deepening, and documenting student learning in applied learning. When the
journals of the Fall 2010 class that had no service-learning component were compared
with the quality of the journals from the Spring 2011 class that had a service-learning
requirement and guided reflection assignments, it was quite obvious that both servicelearning and guided reflection enhanced both the quality of learning and of service. This
is quite consistent with previous research (Ash and Clayton, 2009; Chesbrough, 2010;
Hinck & Hinck, 1998).
Hypothesis 4 predicted students will self-report an increased commitment to
civic service as a result of service-learning. Content analysis revealed that the servicelearning requirement increased their understanding and awareness of the importance of
civic responsibility for all students. This is consistent with previous research (Bringle &
Hatcher, 1999; Bringle, Hatcher & McIntosh, 2006; Hinck & Brandell, 1999; Howard,
2001; Sigmon, 1996). A student working at Crossroads City mission reflected,
―Contributors to female homelessness vary, but often include poverty, mental illness,
drug and alcohol abuse, sexual abuse and domestic violence. These are life‘s hardships
that the women of the city mission have revealed to me. The ability of some to
overcome these issues amazes me. Prior to this experience, when I thought of
homelessness, I saw a frightening man and stopped thinking about it. I‘d never met a
homeless woman. Thinking of all the homeless made me feel guilty for all the blessings
I had, so I didn‘t (think of homeless people). I was ignorant and frightened, which is
why I am so thankful for this experience.‖
This provides an excellent example of how a forensics student might use a
service-learning placement to gain a greater understanding on an issue, and develop a
passion to commit oneself to civic engagement and social change.
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A very successful service-learning placement for Field Work students has been
at The Bridge. Throughout the last several years, students placed at The Bridge were
helped with applying academic concepts to the real world and developed an increased
commitment to civic responsibility as a result of their experience. One student wrote of
her experience at The Bridge: ―When I first heard about my opportunity to go and do
my observations and service-learning at The Bridge, I was nervous and skeptical. I was
nervous because I had never really been around people who had done drugs or abused
alcohol before, and so I didn‘t have too much empathy for them since I just believed
they were paying for their poor decisions. Fortunately, after being at The Bridge for
almost three months, listening to the women‘s stories, talking with them twice a week,
and reading materials concerning addictions, I have been able to feel for these women,
and other addicts, and now have compassion towards them that was not there at the
beginning. Personally, I have been able to gain insight into the world of addictions
through the best source there is: the women at The Bridge who have gone through and
are going through these destructive patterns.‖
Another student performing service-learning at The Bridge scored quite high on
the DEAL Model for Critical Reflection. She described her experience, examined the
experiences in light of specific goals, and articulated her goals for future action. She
reflected: ―My lack of understanding at the beginning for these women has slowly
transformed from an outlook of annoyance to one of admiration. It was a shock to me to
see how much I have in common with these women, in the sense of likes and dislikes,
the wanting to succeed during hardships and the need for emotional support when the
going gets tough. I have seen growth and change in the women, and the excitement they
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have even in their smallest accomplishments…‖ This student is going to graduate school
in Social Work this fall, with a passion to help addicted women transform their lives.
Imagine the power of a speech delivered by a forensic student experiencing this
transforming educational and personal growth experience. Reflection on the experience
helped the student internalize it, and make deeper and more meaningful connections to
the academic material on addictions and recovery. Such an experience transformed an
academic subject matter into a real-life opportunity for learning, personal growth, and
commitment to a cause.
Hypothesis 5 predicted that students would gain a broader appreciation of and
motivation for the discipline. Content analysis generally supported this prediction in that
most students exhibited a greater motivation to learn the material because they had to
reflect on the service-learning experience and connect it to the academic learning portion
of the class. Several students reflected in their journals that the service-learning
experience changed their motivation to study from an extrinsic to an intrinsic
motivation. Learning became more meaningful and fun. The content analyses revealed
that the more effort, dedication, and commitment put into the service-learning project
and the reflection papers, the greater was the development of compassion and empathy,
and that extrinsic motivation became more intrinsically oriented.
One student who helped create the curriculum for the Neighborhood After
School program reflected in her journal: ―I found that service-learning in itself was very
rewarding, and intrinsically motivating. Just being able to help out and to be a part of
sculpting young minds was a very rewarding and meaningful learning experience. One
part I really found interesting was seeing the different stages in the youth with whom I
was working. I had just taken Introduction to Psychology the semester before this
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experience, and to see some of the learning theories at work enhanced my understanding
of the academic work, increased my commitment to community service, and fostered
personal growth.‖
Hypothesis 6 predicted the greater number of hours spent in service-learning
would correlate with increased academic learning. An examination of the final class
grades revealed the more hours spent in service-learning combined with increased
quality of guided reflection correlated with increased academic learning. Comparisons
between the Fall 2010 Health Psychology class (no service-learning requirement) and
the Spring 2011 Health Psychology class revealed the average course grade in Spring
2011 (92%) was higher than Fall 2010 (86%). Obviously, this result lacks scientific
rigor as students were not randomly assigned to the classes. However, the servicelearning requirement added a dimension to learning that enhanced academic
performance (Howard, 2001), motivated student learning (Chesbrough, 2010),
connected relevancy of academics to the real world (Guest & Schneider, 2003; Hatcher
& Bringle, 1997), expanded the learning environment (Bringle & Hatcher, 1999),
engaged students in purposeful learning (Howard, 2001), increased retention of
academic skills (Eyler, 2001), and helped to foster civic responsibility (Degelman, 2000;
Marsh & Kleitman, 2002).
The seven students in the Field Work Practicum experience benefited most from
the service-learning requirement primarily because of the intensity of the experience,
and the number of contact hours required. Each student was required to put in 120 hours
in their field work placement, and to write daily guided reflections on their experiences.
Each of the students integrated their community service with guided reflection to enrich
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their learning experience, enhance their academic learning, and become more intimately
involved in an area of civic service.
The overall content analyses of the journals, writing assignments and guided
reflections revealed that all six hypotheses were supported in the present study. The
student who worked with a school psychologist and a guidance counselor for his
service-learning requirement (120 hours) in the Field Work Practicum class epitomized
the positive effects of service-learning. Content analysis of his guided reflections
revealed that all six hypotheses were confirmed in his learning experience. A sample
from his journal provides evidence of this. The student reflected on his experience:
―Throughout my experience, I have read numerous journal articles related to the field of
school psychology. These journal articles helped me gain a better understanding of the
field of school psychology in terms of educational and career resources, as well as the
current issues in modern school psychology. Being a school counselor or a school
psychologist is more than behavior modification, conflict resolution, and testing. Either
one of these careers requires a person to become very close with students. Young
children often times do not respond to people they do not trust. Trust is a key component
of both of these positions. Building healthy relationships with each and every student is
the key to developing trust.‖
Previous research (Chesbrough, 2010; Hinck & Hinck, 1998) revealed that
service-learning and reflection promotes personal growth and development. The DEAL
critical reflection analysis documented the growth of the student working in the school
system. He articulated his learning, and used it to work on future practice and further
refinement of learning. A selection from a journal entry reads: ―Developing a trusting
relationship with the students can last for years. The school counselor and school
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psychologist are people who truly make an impact on the lives of children. Some
children often lack the parental support, but these two positions give children a lot of
support that often times develops into relationships that last beyond the school years. I
not only want to learn the technical aspects of school psychology; I also want to focus
on the importance of relationships to growth and learning.‖
This student was able to describe his experiences, examine them in light of
specific learning, and articulate how he could use this experience for future action. He
observed: ―I learned that the field of school psychology must be willing to adapt because
the current educational system leaves some children in need, with no help at all. There
are many children who often fall just short of the spectrum for special education. These
children are forced to learn in the same classroom as other children and often times
struggle to get by. I‘ve learned that the current educational system is standardized. Just
like a standardized test, the current education system fails to offer individual learning
techniques that some students need.‖
This reflection exhibits that the well-designed service-learning project had a very
positive effect on the student. Content analysis revealed that: service-learning helped the
student to apply academic concepts to real work experiences (Hypothesis 1); guided
reflection helped the student to examine his experience critically and to articulate
specific learning outcomes (Hypothesis 2); reflection on the service-learning experience
both enhanced the students‘ quality of academic learning, and the quality of service
provided to the students with whom he worked (Hypothesis 3); the student made an
increased commitment to civic duty (Hypothesis 4); the student gained a broader
appreciation of, and motivation for their discipline (Hypothesis 5); and that the greater
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number of hours spent in service-learning increased the overall value of the experience
(Hypothesis 6).
This reflection exhibits the psychological learning of how people think about,
relate to, and influence one another. Certainly, such psychological insight is invaluable
to the forensic student who seeks to understand human behavior and cognition. Servicelearning will enable the forensic student to apply academic concepts to the real world,
and conversely, apply real world learning to the academic setting. The way of learning
will enhance the ability to communicate not only ideas, but experiences in a speech or
debate.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to explore learning outcomes from a servicelearning component/requirement of an academic class. Particular focus was on the
importance of guided reflection as a tool to learning. One critical aspect in servicelearning is reflective teaching strategies (Exley, 1998). Silcox (1995) stated that
reflective teaching strategies include creative projects, journal writings, directed
writings, feelings oriented oral reflection, and cognitive teaching oral reflection. The
present Health Psychology class was designed based on the foundation of these
particular reflective teaching strategies.
The reflection journals were enhanced by employing what Ash and Clayton
(2004) believed to the most critical element in service-learning: guided reflection.
Guided reflection is essential for students to ―examine their experiences critically, thus
enhancing both the quality of their service and learning‖ (p. 138). Guided reflection is
central to service-learning. In fact, guided reflection is the critical piece that
differentiates service-learning from volunteerism. It is this pedagogical refinement that
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Hinck and Hinck (1998) suggested forensic directors need to make to transform the
connection between serving and learning. As stated by Ash and Clayton (2004), ―the
ultimate goal of reflection in service-learning is to help students explore and express
what they are learning through their service experiences so that both the service and the
learning are enhanced‖ (p. 139).
The Health Psychology students were required to do weekly directed writings,
daily reflective journal writings and wellness journals, and to engage in both feelings
oriented and cognitive oral reflections. Students were given weekly feedback on all of
their writing assignments, and personal reflections were performed both orally in the
class sessions, and weekly in the written assignments. Content analysis was employed to
assess and evaluate the depth and breadth of the reflections.
As predicted by Silcox (1995) the reading projects fostered group bonding and
leadership; the journal writing fostered personal growth (Chesbrough, 2009); the
directed writings provided opportunities for directed learning (Hatcher & Bringle,
1997); the feelings oriented reflections promoted bonding, awareness and sensitivity
(Rhoads, 1997); and the cognitive oral reflections fostered leadership, cognitive
learning, personal growth and critical thinking (Sigmon, 1996; Silcox, 1995).
Content analysis revealed that the seven students in Field Work Practicum and
the four Health Psychology students who spent more than thirty hours each in the
―Neighborhood After School Program‖ showed greater growth in all areas: applying
academic concepts to the real world; examining their experiences critically, and
articulating specific learning outcomes; enhanced academic learning; and greater
intrinsic motivation. Their academic learning was enhanced by the increased number of
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hours of service-learning. This is consistent with Exley‘s (1998) research that showed
the more hours spent in service-learning, the greater the growth from the experience.
These results are beneficial to faculty, coaches and directors of forensic
programs. The academic value of the service-learning project, a deeper appreciation for
the discipline, and the connections developed between the real world and the academic
setting were increased substantially due to the greater number of hours engaged in
service-learning and guided reflection. Results of previous research and the present
findings will help directors of forensics programs develop and structure service-learning
projects so that students gain maximum benefit for academic enhancement, commitment
to civic responsibility, motivation to internalize learning, make connections between the
academic and the real world, and to achieve an enhanced sense of personal values.
The students in the Health Psychology class reflected on the importance of
intrinsic motivation as a defining factor in psychological, physical, social, relational, and
spiritual health.
This might be explained by the level of intrinsic motivation of these particular students
(Crews, 1999) Research (Wigert, 2001) has shown that intrinsically motivated
learners—those that believe they are masters of their fate and have a generalized
expectancy that their strivings will be successful—develop cognitive problem-solving
strategies that bring orderliness to their life. Cognitive consistency and orderliness of
events increases life satisfaction (Ellison, 1991).
What is very interesting to note is the role service-learning played in moving
extrinsically motivated students to become more intrinsically motivated. In line with
previous findings, the service-learning experience, combined with intrinsic motivation,
seemed to mediate the effects of intelligence on learning (Guest & Schneider, 2003).
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That is, in each of the service-learning situations, the best academic students generally
performed at the highest academic level. However, it is particularly interesting to note
that in many situations, the average to above average students wrote meaningful, indepth reflections similar to the best academic students. This lends support to the
argument that service-learning enhances and expands the learning environment (Bringle
& Hatcher, 1999), engages students in purposeful learning (Howard, 2001), increases
retention of academic skills (Eyler, 2001), helps foster civic responsibility (Degelman,
2000), and provides an experiential education that enables one to discover his or her
passion, and to engage in the kind of work that brings joy (Buechner, 1993). Servicelearning helped many students embark on personal growth, and helped some to discover
their passion(s).
The guided reflections lead to the transcending of old realities and the
construction of new ones on one‘s cognitive map of meaning (Potthoff, 1979). Thus,
service-learning enhanced and facilitated intrinsic motivation. Shapiro, Schwartz and
Astin (1996) concluded that intrinsic motivation enhances learning, life satisfaction,
provides for greater social interaction and support, and improves psychological and
physical health.
Forensic and debate students can benefit greatly by developing their cognitive
problem-solving strategies more completely. Service-learning helps in changing an
extrinsic motivation for learning (grades) to a more intrinsic motivation (personal
values, internal satisfaction). This was especially true of the student who worked with
the neurologist. The service-learning experience provided a new and different
motivation (intrinsic) for doing her academic reading, and understanding course content.
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The service-learning component of the classes helped students gain more out of
their education, achieve higher grades, develop more positive attitudes towards
academics, and even higher academic aspirations. This was supported in the present
study. Service-learning enhanced academic achievement and ―can and does have a
positive impact on the psychological, social and development of students who
participate‖ (Hinck & Brandell, 1999, p. 3). This certainly is a desired outcome for all
students.
Additionally, the service-learning participants increased discussions of their
experiences with each other, and the students received emotional support from other
students, and the professor. Forensic students frequently espouse the importance of
team-work, bonding, and providing emotional support to each other. Consistent with
previous findings (Astin, Vogelgesang, Ikeda, & Lee, 2000), the results of the present
study showed that:
Utilizing service-learning as part of an academic course adds significantly to the
benefits associated with community service.
Service-learning appears to have its strongest effect on the students‘ decision to
pursue a career in a service field. This was particularly true for the Field Work
students.
The majority of students reported that their service experience ―made a
difference.‖
The qualitative findings suggest that both students and the faculty develop a
deepened sense of civic responsibility and personal effectiveness.
The power and enrichment of reflection is what decidedly connects the servicelearning experience to the academic course material.
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Consistent with previous research (Pawar, 2009), the content analysis of the
journals revealed several students reported an enhanced experience of individual
spirituality, an awareness of workplace spirituality, and a passion for people.
Organizational spirituality has been shown to enhance employee performance,
satisfaction, and well-being (Krishnakumar & Neck, 2002; Pawar, 2009). Servicelearning increased workplace satisfaction because of reflection on the work experience
(Bringle & Hatcher, 1999: Pawar, 2009). The sense of personal values highlighted by
workplace spirituality encouraged students to focus on moral and ethical interactions
with co-workers (Pawar, 2009).
A future research direction for service-learning and forensics is examine the
positive relationship between service learning and increased happiness, performance,
satisfaction, psychological capital, and positive attitudes (Boehm & Lyubomirsky, 2008;
Gavin & Mason, 2004). A forensic student engaged in a service-learning placement is
more likely to experience these positive outcomes. David Myers (2010) reports that
happiness, satisfaction, psychological capital, and a positive attitude makes persons
more productive and efficient.
Conclusions
Service-learning is a pedagogy which integrates service to the community with
academic study. The benefits include fostering civic responsibility, increasing retention
of academic skills, engaging students in purposeful learning, expanding the learning
environment and connecting the relevancy of academics to the real world. More
specifically, service-learning will help students apply academic concepts to the real
world; guided reflection will help students to examine their experiences critically and
articulate specific learning outcomes; students will experience an increased commitment
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to civic responsibility; and students will gain a broader appreciation of and motivation
for their discipline.
The key ingredient to service-learning is the reflective process. It is important to
teach students guided reflection so that it is utilized before, during, and after the servicelearning experience. It is very important that the service-learning experience be
connected to the learning objectives of the course. The connection between service and
learning is facilitated by structured opportunities for guided reflection on, and
examination of, their service experience.
Forensic students—students in speech and debate—would benefit greatly from
service-learning, as would any college student, because personal reflection allows for
the opportunity to develop and demonstrate: a knowledge base, intellectual skills, and
interpersonal skills and values. More specifically, service-learning will enable forensic
students to develop critical thinking skills, demonstrate effectiveness in communicating
orally and in writing, increase their ability to work with others, and achieve group goals.
Additionally, the service-learning experience will help forensic students demonstrate the
development of self-awareness in interpersonal and intrapersonal domains. Importantly,
service-learning, because of the commitment to community service and intentional
reflection on the experience, will enable forensic students to demonstrate concern for
and action towards civic responsibility and social justice. Certainly, many of the topics
of debate in this day and age focus on civic responsibility.
Experiential learning will increase the debater‘s intrinsic motivation to know, articulate
and become more passionate about their subject matter.
Service-learning will facilitate forensic students in intellectual and personal
growth, promote living effectively in the global community, and develop characteristics
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that encourage creativity, curiosity, change, and responsible citizenship. Servicelearning and reflection encourage the acquisition of intellectual skills, problem-solving
abilities, and the communication skills necessary to contribute to the well-being of
society in general. A well-rounded citizen, a more informed forensic student, and a
highly motivated debater will certainly experience more academic achievement and
success in debate competition. In addition, their life will be richer.
Furthermore, students in forensics spend a lot of time together, and with their
professor/coach. Service-learning will not only strengthen the bonds they establish, it
will also improve inter- and intra-personal skills, civic responsibility, and make more
real the issues they debate, and the causes they champion. Adding a service-learning
component likely will help students to develop a deeper sense of personal effectiveness
in speech and debate. In the long run, service-learning is likely to have its strongest
effect on students‘ decisions to become more connected to a career choice.
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